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PRO-LIFE: 

WHAT IS OUR TIMING AND STRATEGY? 

Summary 

The pro-life movement has. applied most of its energy to stemming the 

massive loss of life that permissive abortion has brought about. Because 

our ideals are high, and our cause just, the optimistic feeling persists 

that sooner or later we will lick the problem. 

Public opinion analyses have indicated that the U.S. may already have 

slidden into a pro-abortion posture. But the lqck of clear definitions, 

plus our distrust of the surveys, and our total unwillingness to see that 

we could be beaten, has led us to dismiss both the data and the interpre

tations. 

This study was undertaken from a deep sense of concern as to what the 

consensus might actually be today, and how it might change in the coming 

• decade. In the course of assembling the data, and making and cross-checking 

the estimates, specific meanings emerged for the terms pro-life, pro-abortion, 

and consensus . It was concluded that there currently is a modest pro-life 

consensus, but that in 1990 the consensus will definitely be pro-abortion. 

• 

The timing of the cross-over, or consensus shift,is considered in de

tail. There are indications that it could occur in as short a time as 24 

months. The profound implications of this shift for our society are explored. 

Since timing turns out to be a highly consequential consideration in the 

pro-life picture, its bearing on strategy is examined briefly. One approach 

to a unifying and coherent strategy is suggested. Finally, the time factor 

is seen as a call to action for the pro-life cause . 
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The Nature of the Problem 

Wishful thinking has a time-honored place in human life. When dealing 

with the hard facts of the physical world we generally forego this luxury. 

But in the realm of human affairs the feeling persists that almost anything 

can happen at any time. Particularly if it is something we earnestly desire. 

Thus the pro-life movement keeps dreaming of the glorious day when there will 

be a Human Life Amendment to the Constitution. And in this dream we do not 

hear the footfalls of fate, step by step closing the gap on any possibility 

of attaining the goal. 

We in the pro-life movement urgently need to stop wishing and start 

looking at what the available data is telling us. Irrespective of our group 

or our slant, we need to have a strategy on which we agree, break it down 

into achievable steps, and make it happen. Failing this, the point of no 

return will come and go in our society, and we will be unaware of its passing. 

What Is Pro-Life, What Is Consensus? 

In the society at large., the terms "pro-life" and "pro-abortion" are 

ambiguous. A great many people, although they would have opinions on abor-

• tion, do not identify with either term. If the terms cannot be reasonably 

clarified, t _hen the notion of consensus also becomes cloudy, and all time 

estimates vague, if not meaningless. 

We in the pro-life movement know what we mean by pro-life. Stated 

briefly, it is that the life of the unborn child must be nurtured and pro

tected, unless it becomes impossible to do so. Individuals identifying 

themselves as pro-life may differ somewhat on the limiting conditions, but 

not on the basic premise. 

Similarly, those who are committed to a pro-abortion viewpoint know 

what they mean by pro-abortion (or its euphemistic synonym,pro-choice). 

They consider that the concerns of the mother have a higher priority than 

the life of the unborn child. Without exception. From this position, if 

there are exceptions then the woman doesn't really have a choice, and 

doesn't really have complete "reproductive freedom." 

Where then do those individuals fit who would approve of abortion for 

various reasons? This question will be looked at in some depth in this 

study, but for purposes of definition, pro-abortion is considered to mean 

• only approval of abortion on demand, or its moral and philosophical 
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equivalents, abortion for any reason, and elective abortion. In the broader 

context, pro-life is ,considered to refer to anyone who does not approve of 

abortion on demand. 

Now the term pro-life consensus can be clearly defined. This would be 

the condition in which more than 50 percent of adults disapproved of abor

tion on demand. 

Would this contingent vote for a pro-life amendment to the Constitution, 

or vote for a pro-life statement in a state referendum? This is a moot ques

tion. The critical point is that once a majority of Americans favors abor

tion on demand, all likelihood of a pro-life amendment will be gone. 

Abortion: Where Are We? 

The first question which must be addressed is where we are in the 

process which is radically converting the society to a pro-abortion view

point. How much more time do we have to take action? Since the pro-life 

movement has not yet quantified this question, this research project was 

undertaken to determine, at least to a first order of approximation, that 

point at which 50 percent of all adult Americans would be for abortion on 

demand. Then, even if we were to achieve the improbable prospect of getting 

the necessary two-thirds vote in each house of Congress, an amendment would 

never be ratified by 38 states. Not if the state legislatures are even 

roughly representative • . 

The Population Criteria 

Since more and more women are opting for abortions, the study began with 

the review of certain data from the 1980 census1 • (See Figure 1.) The cen

sus information is as yet incompletely published, but the Bureau of Census 

revealed that the 1980 population of the United States is approximately 

227,500,000 persons. Of these about 67 million are under 18 years of age, 

leaving 160.5 million who are eligible to vote. By 1985, this group will be 

approximately 161 million, and by 1990 approximately 161.5 million. These 

figures will become important in the calculation of the changing pro-life 

potential of the United States. 

Using a criterion of the Public Health Service, Department of Health 

and Human Services
2

, the childbea~ing ages are considered to be 15 through 

44 years. At present there are approximately 52 million women in this cate

gory. 
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Furthermore, there were 3.6 million live births reported from 50 states 

in 1980. The Birth rate has fallen by approximately 1.7 million, or 32 per

cent from its high 20 years ago. 

Where Have All the Babies Gone? 

Abortion in America is a phenomenon poorly understood outside the pro

life movement. Later in this exposition the. reasons for this, as well as 

the underlying causes for abortion, and its expected future effects, will 

be discussed. For the present point let it suffice to say that a number of 

factors are obscuring what is in fact an exponential rise in abortions. 

(See Figure 2.) 

When the first states loosened their abortion laws in 1967, the number 

of abortions began immediately to increase. Opposition by the gathering 

pro-life movement held this increase to a slow rise until 1970, with the 

pro-life movement tending to fight in those states where abortion had al

ready been made more permissive. As more states changed their laws, the 

total number of abortions accelerated up to 1973, particularly in populous 

states such as New York and California, with their large, urban centers . 

This curve would probably have tapered off as pro-life opposition increased, 

and as the more abortion-resistant states came into the picture. But ironi

cally, 1973 was the year the U.S. Supreme Court's Roe vs. Wade decision made 

abortion the law of the land. In that year the cumulative number of abor

tions reported in the U.S. since 1967 was approximately 1.9 million3 . 

The impact of the Court's decision was to make abortion legal in the 

33 states which had not yet changed their laws, and to continue the already 

exponential rise of the cumulative abortion curve. In the next two years 

(through 1975) the number of abortions nearly doubled, and in the following 

three years (through 1978) nearly doubled again. With each subsequent year 

the rise has been increasingly steep. By the end of 1981 there was an esti

mated cumulative total of 11.2 million babies aborted in the United States. 

Outlook for the Decade 

The key to understanding what will happen to abortion in the coming 

decade lies in the abortion rate data
4

• (See Figure 3.) The rate curve 

varies in slope from year to year, but the average rise has been roughly 

linear. The question which must be addressed is what will the average 

slope be from 1981 through 1990, as this will determine the shape of the 

cumulative abortion curve for that period. If the rate curve increases 
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at one abortion per 1,000 females per year (conservative projection) as it did 

between 1976, 1977, and 1978, then the end of the present decade will see a 

total 26 million abortions since 1967. If the rate curve advances at 3 abor

tions per 1,000 females per year, as it did between 1978 and 1980 (current 

rate), the total number of abortions will be 33.3 million. Perhaps a r eason

able compromise in this situation is to assume an average between the current 

rate projection and the conservative projection. This leads to a projected 

total of approximately 30 million abortions by the close of 1990. These cumu

lative curves are shown in Figure 4. 

In the course of this discussion we will look further at these stagger

ing statistics, as they are full of portent for the future of America. 

Statistics are People 

Stalin is said to have remarked that when one man dies it's a tragedy; 

when a million die it's a statistic. There is an element of truth in this 

which indicts us all, pro-abortion and pro-life alike. The sheer volume of 

abortions tends to remove them from the personal and -place them in the ab

stract. Yet it is an absolutely accurate statement that with each baby who 

dies in an abortion an entire, on-going life is snuffed out. 

To get a graphic indication of where the consensus may be heading, con

sider the data in Figure 5. This t urve shows the number of babies killed by 

abortion per 1,000 live births. We currently have a reported national aver

age of over 400 babies killed for every 1,000 born alive. Obviously, one of 

the most dangerous places in the world is the womb. 

If the abortion projection figures previously discussed are used, and 

assuming a birth rate of 3.6 million per year (the 1980 figure), by the end 

of 1990 there will be almost 700 babies aborted for every 1,000 born alive, 

as a national average! And if the birthrate goes down, this ratio will be 

even greater. This data adds fuel to the doubt that a pro-life consensus, 

if one now exists, can survive in the coming decade. 

An Uncontrolled, Downhill Plunge 

As previously noted, this study has the objective of determining the 

pro-life potential in Amen.ca today, and how soon it will pass the "point 

of no return." But it is appropriate, as well as necessary to the calcu

lations, to discuss the reasons for the escalation of abortion. 
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The factors underlying the abortion phenomenon are so interrelated that 

they must be understood as a system rather than a cause and effect chain. 

(See Figure 6.) The fact that there have always been a certain number of 

people involved in abortion, .or that some ancient societies sanctioned abor

tion, has little or no bearing on what is happening today. Studies of pub

lic attitudes toward legal abortion
5 

clearly indicate several factors that 

are closely correlated with what is occurring. One of these is urban growth, 

which for several decades has exceeded the population growth for the balance 

of the nation. While urban growth definitely slowed in the 1970 1 s
6

, approxi

mately half the population lives in cities of 1/2 million or more, and 44 

percent live in the 32 urban areas with 1 million o'r more
7

. 

Urban Growth 

As the long-term migration from the country to the cities took place , 

the effect on the family was profound. While children on the farm all have 

a place in the economy of the family, with chores to perform which have real 

economic consequences, children of a c±ty family have little or no economic 

value. This is not to imply that farm children are exploited or that city 

• children are worthless, but only to note that when a pregnancy occurred in a 

farm family it was accepted more naturally, and the child took his place in 

the family rather early as an asset. By contrast, the economic pressures of 

city life often made pregnancy a point of stress, and a condition which could 

ultimately lower rather than raise the family's standard of living . 

• Higher Education 

A second correlative of abortion is higher education. This factor ac

tually exerts one of the strongest and most consistent effects on abortion 

attitudes. People with a college education are definitely more approving of 

legal abortion than those with lesser formal education
8

. Again, higher edu

cation has been on a long-term increase in the United States, and today al-
9 

most 25 million people of age 25 years or more have a college degree 

While it might be supposed that a college education would foster the 

pro-life cause by making people more aware of the true nature of human life, 

as well as the historical consequences of the arbitrary taking of human life , 

the reverse has been the case. The well known questioning of traditional 

• moral values which occurs in the environment of the college and university, 
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plus the emphasis on personal realization, may explain why the straightforward 

facts of human life get obscured. In any event, it is obvious that higher edu

cation and sens itivity to the truth are two different things. 

Social Permissiveness 

The permissiveness so evident in today's social environment, plus the 

weakening of religious commitment and a changing social ideology are also 

positively correlated with approval of legal abortion
10 

Social permissive

ness has a number of dimensions, of which the most prominent are premarital 

sexual relations, divorce, consensual unions (particularly among the young of 

the middle classes), tolerance toward homosexuality, sex education that 

stresses the sex act, and postponement of marriage. All these have been on 

the rise in the past decade. Actually, there should be no mystery surround

ing the correlation of these phenomena with abortion, as the approval of 

premarital sex alone is almost a rubber stamp for abortion. In a recent 

study one teenager in three claimed to have had sexual intercourse before the 

age of 15
11

. A society viewing the sex act as primarily a source of pleasure 

and individual fulfillment, which should be available to everyone without 

restriction of age or circumstances, is almost obliged to offer abortion as 

a back door when unwanted pregnancy results . 

• Religious Commitment 

As for religious commitment, the traditional religious value systems 

so much a part of American life since the nation's founding have experienced 

their most severe challenge in the 20th century. The doctrine of the separa

tion of church and state, originally adopted to ensure religious freedom, 

has become the grounds for stamping out such morally wholesome practices as 

prayer in the public schools. In the past two decades the weakening of com

mitment to biblical values has found expression in opposition to every tra

ditional form of authority--parental, ecclesiastical, and governmental. 

Without expressing a value judgment, the antiwar movement of the 1960's and 

the women's movement of the 1970's are prominent social examples. The de

cline of reliqion is also reflected in various antisocial factors, such as 

rising rates £or crime, drug abuse, venereal disease, teen-age pregnancy, 

and pornography. While it is somewhat difficult to quantify the deteriora

tion of religious values, the fact that church attendance has been off 
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b 11 d 30 lo . dl2 etween percent an percent over a -year perio would seem to be a 

notable indicator • 

• Economic Factors 

Economic factors have some expected and some unexpected correlations 

with approval of abortion. The expectable ones, hardly needing formal study 

to be understood, relate to the impact of economic pressures on the decision 

to have an abortion. An unmarried young woman is hardly ever in a favorable 

financial position to raise a child, hence is a prime target for abortion. 

Predictably, the largest number of abortions are ferformed on women in this 

category. However, economic forces today are impacting married women as 

well, making it increasingly difficult for them to have a child and maintain 

a given standard of living. In just the past year the cost of living has 
13 

gone up 11 percent and ·interest rates 56 percent . As the financial squeeze 

tightens, and opposition to abortion weakens, it can be expected that an in

creasing percentage of married women will opt for abortion. 

Social Status 

Perhaps the unexpected factor in abortion is the approval of legal 

abortion by persons having higher social status
14

, where social status im

plies income status as well as formal education. This correlation has no 

obvious origin, since people who are not under financial stress could pre

sumably afford as many children as they might want. But this phenomenon 

can be understood when it is recalled that the social milieu approves a 

drive for success in which children are viewed as an inconvenience, and 

poverty seen as the result of uncontrolled family size. The effect of in

creasing affluence (there are already 13 million Americans with assets of 

$16 · 11 · 15) h ab . t . 11 b t h . t mi ion or more on t e ortion ra e wi e opus i up . 

• Media Pressure 

A final factor in the abortion web is media pressure. Information 

in an electronic age is as vital to life as food, clothing, and shelter. 

TV, which made its appearance in the popular culture a mere 35 years or 

so ago, has become a pervasive influence in our society. Approximately 

86 percent of adults have at least one TV set, and the average American 
16 

spends 35 hours a week with his eyes on the screen Newspaper circula-

tion in America exceeds 62 million, and radios are owned by virtually 
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everyone. It is not surprising, then, that the media profoundly influence 

the thinking and feeling of Americans. 

The attitudes of those who generate media programming determine the 

slant that news and entertainment take. And these persons tend to be bright, 

young urbanites with college and university backgrounds, working for owners 

who circulate at the status level in society. Considering the interaction 

of factors in the abortion approval picture, it could be anticipated that the 

media by and large would be biased in favor of legal abortion, and that media 

pressure would be the most potent of all forc~s influencing society's atti

tudes toward abortion. 

It can be seen, then, that every factor leading to approval of legal 

abortion interacts with every other in a regenerative sense. And as the 

phenomena underlying these factors intensify, abortion continues its sober

ing escalation in our society. 

The Attitude Matrix 

The eight factors just discussed have provided the inner dynamic for 

the proliferation of abortion. Over the surface of these human responses a 

layer of ignorance and rationalization has formed, allowing the individual 

to accept social behavior so clearly at variance with the Western ethic and 

the spirit of the nation's foundational documents. What considerations have 

catalyzed this clouding of the social conscience? 

(1) The shift from an absolut~ ethic in which every human life has 

equal value, to a relative ethic in which some human lives have more value 

than others. Inasmuch as the new ethic has not yet displaced the older, 

dominant one, it becomes necessary to becloud with controversy the simple, 

scientific question of when human life begins
17

• 

(2) The intense concern today for social liberties, in which abortion 
18 

is viewed as a necessary adjunct to complete human freedom 

(3) The insistence upon seeing abortion as primarily relating to rape, 

incest, and gross fetal deformity, a destortion purposely induced by pro

abortion lobbying at various levels. 

(4) The sanctioning of abortion by the medical professional, leading 

the lay public to feel that if the doctor, who has been virtually a folk 

hero in America, feels abortion is all right then it must be all right. 
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(5) The sanctioning of abortion by the legal profession, attorneys and 

jurists alike, an effect which strongly reinforces medical approval. 

(6) The writing of permissive abortion into the state and federal laws. 

Again, a great many Americans are schooled to think that if something is legal 

it must also be moral and ethical. 

(7) The notion that abortion must be made legal to make it safe. 

(8) The idea that a service available to the affluent should also be 

made available to the poor. 

(9) The reality that abortion takes place behind hospital and clinic 

walls, so that few bodies and little blood are viewed by the public at large. 

(10) The general ignorance about, and indifference toward, the true na

ture of the unborn child, including both biological and personality considera

tions. 

(11) The propagation of alarm over a range of social concerns such as 

population, rising prices, criminality, disadvantage, and deprivation, and 

the linking of these concerns to birth rate. 

The bottom line of the social balance sheet is that when all the factors 

promoting abortion are combined with all the considerations coloring public 

attitudes and obscuring the issue, a very ugly and resistant social condition 

confronts us. It is like a cancer, interpenetrating the social body and 

pulling it downward toward final collapse. Once more the question of how 

much time remains for the pro-life movement to rectify these conditions be

comes a crucial consideration. 

What the Surveys Say 

A logical way to estimate how much time the pro-life movement has left 
I 

to take action is to determine the pro-life potential today, project the 

potential to 1990, and see in what time period at least half the population 

will approve of abortion on demand. Effective pro-life action, since it is 

basically a matter of broad, public policy, must then be taken before the 50 

p e rcent point is passed . 

Surveys on abortion attitudes would appear to offer an approach to mea

suring the present pro-life potential. Surveys of this type have been con

ducted for several years by a number of opinion research organizations, such 

as Nationwide Gallup, National Opinion Research Center (NORC), and the 

National Ferti.lity Studies (NFS) 
19

. However, deriving an overall message 
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(1) The s4rveys reflect casual, uninformed opinions about abortion. The 

responses of a great many people might be different if they had an opportunity 

to study the issue, or to hear carefully phrased arguments on both sides of 

the question. Therefore surveys do not necessarily indicate how people would 

vote, or even how they truly believe. 

(2) Responses on the surveys are notoriously sensitive to the wording 

of the questions. For instance, only 29 percent of respondents to a 1980 

poll indicated that they supported a constitutional amendment prohibiting 

abortions, but 51 percent of the same respondents indicated that they favored 

an amendment protecting the life of the unborn child
20 

In other words, when 

the question refers to legal abortion, which has the tone of social benefit, 

the responses tend to favor abortion; when the same question is worded so as 

to humanize the unborn, the responses favor life. 

(3) Pro-abortion interpreters tend to take a simple average of re

sponses to questions on approval of abortion for various specific reasons, 

i.e . "hard" reasons relating to maternal health and "soft" reasons relating 

to broader socio-economic factors
21

. Such averaging gives equal weight to 

the hard reasons, with their higher percentages of approval, and the soft 

reasons with their lower percentages. The net effect is an unjustifiably 

high-looking average. By far the largest number of. abortions are performed 

for the soft reasons, so it would be appropriate to weight the average in 

favor of those responses, with their .relatively lower percentages. 

(4) There is a distinct difference between the response data on abor

tion approval for various specific reasons, and the response data on abor

tion on demand. In the NORC survey, the average of six specific factors 

declined from 1976 to 1980, while abortion for any reason rose during the 

same interval. Similarly, the NORC averages between 1973 and 1980 remain 

relatively constant, while the Gallup survey data from 1968 through 1974 

shows a distinct rise
22 

These inconsistencies strongly suggest that ap

proval of abortion for various reasons, and approval of abortion on demand, 

are different psychological phenomena. 

Consistent with our initial definitions, we are interpreting from the 

• survey data as pro-life (amorphous pro-life, if you will) all those who 
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are not for abortion on demand . Combining, then, the data on abortion on 

demand from the NFS survey (1965), the Gallup surveys (1968 through 1974), 

and the NORC surveys (1976 and 1980), a roughly linear rise can be seen over 

this 15-year period. A corresponding decline is observed in the pro-life 

potential over this same period. (See Figure 7.) These data accord with 

the steady acceleration of abortion and all abortion related phenomena in 

the society, facts not explained by the NORC data alone. 

Although the society is definitely headed in the direction of a pro

abortion consensus, the foregoing analysis indicates that we have not arrived 

there yet. The pro-life potential in 1980 as derived from the survey data 

is 59 percent. John T. Noonan, Jr., in his 1978 article "The American 

Consensus on Abortion" also interprets the survey data as establishing a 
'f 23 modest but clear pro-lie consensus 

Pro-Life Potential by Analysis of Key Factors 

It was seen earlier in this discussion that several social factors 

tend to influence approval of abortion. A way to cross-check the pro-life 

potential in America is to estimate the influence of each of these factors 

on the opinions of the 160.5 million people of voting age. 

The most dependable of all predictors of attitudes on unborn life is 

religious commitment. Adherence to a religious viewpoint as reflected, say, 

in regular weekly church attendance correlates very highly with a pro-life 

attitude
24

• On the contrary, persons who acknowledge religious affiliation 

but who attend church infrequently (one or a few times per year) .are not 

significantly different in their opinions about abortion than those who 

claim no such affiliation. 

The study of religious attitudes and their effect on the total pro

life potential begins with an assessment of denominational positions. 

Most religious groups in the United States have some stated or implicit 
25 

position on abortion. Of 155 varied religious organizations surveyed , 

approximately 70 Protestant groups expressed strong pro-life positions, 

ranging from total opposition to abortion to opposition with various 

qualifications, such as the mother's life, rape and incest, serious health 

considerations, extreme situati~ns (no details given), or just general 

opposition. The number of church members in t ~ese categories, cumulatively, 

is 27.6 million 
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The Roman Catholic Church, which expresses a broad, basic theological 

opposition to abortion, totals approximately 49.~ million members in the 

U.S. 

Other religious groups adopt equally strong pro-life postures. Of 

these there are approximately 4 million Mormons, 3.17 million Moslems, 

1.28 million Orthodox Jews, 3.19 million members of several Eastern Ortho

dox denominations, 0.55 million Jehovah's Witnesses, and a sprinkling of 

miscellaneous faiths, for a total of 12.2 million. 

The approximate total U.S. membership of all religious groups opposing 

abortion is thus 89.7 million. 

Of course it is one thing to have denominational opposition to abor

tion and another for the individual members to be opposed. NORC surveys 

indicate that the position of individual Roman Catholics on elective abor

tion changed dramatically from 6 percent in favor in 1965, to 14 percent in 

1968, 17 percent in 1969, and 25 percent in 1977
26

. Surveys further indicate 

that while opposition to abortion is increasing among regular weekly church 
27 

attenders, it is decreasing markedly among less frequent attenders • And 

overall church attendance is off by an average of 20.5 percent over a ten 
28 

year period, in a continuing trend . This suggests the reasonableness of 

a projected linear increase in pro-abor~ion attitudes with time, giying an 

estimated 29 percent of Roman Catholics in favor of elective abortion for 

1981, or 71 percent pro-life in varying degrees. Applying this percentage 

to 49.8 million Roman Catholic church memberships gives 35.4 million pro

life Catholics. 

There are no adequate surveys by which to judge how closely conserva

tive religious people of other denominations track the stated denomination

al positions. Speaking broadly, pro-life Protestants, mainly the evangeli

cals, are less activistic than Roman Catholics, and also less rigid in pro

life code, while Mormons, Moslems, and Orthodox Jews are if anything more 

rigid than Romar Catholics. Furthermore, approval of abortion among 

Protestants (but not Catholics) is correlated with education and social 
29 

status , both increasing influences in our society. 

Combining these factors with the known data for Roman Catholics, a set 

of graded curves was developed to project the pro-life s tatus of major r e -

ligious groups with time (See Fi gure 8.) These ~urves off er 981 
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( 

pro jections of 16.8 million pro-life Prote stants, and 10.1 mi l l i on pr o

life "othe r rel i gious," which when added to 35.4 million Roman Cat holics 

give s a total of 62.3 mill i~n pro-life religious pe rsons . 

When the p r o-life religious element is subtracted from the 160.5 

million total voting population, a secular r emainde r of 98.2 mi llion is 

obtained. It i s to be expected that only a minority of this remainde r 

would object to abortion, since the group as a whole has no absolute moral 

basis for its feelings. Still; some would recognize the humanity of the 

unborn child on a s cientific basis, and would be against abortion on t he 

principle that it is wrong to take human life unless anothe r human life 
30 

is t.hreatened . 

To estimate what proportion of the s ecular component woul d be pro

life, an equation was worked out combining the parame t e rs of urban growth , 

higher education , s ocial permissiveness, economic pressure , s ocial ~tatus , 

and ,nedia pressure. Each factor was then assigned a we i ghted value (units 

of influence or. the attitude of the secular group), based on quantitati ve 

data relating t o that factor ; Care was t aken to observe overlaps be tween 

the factors , so that individuals would not be count ed more than one . (i . e . 

not counted for social sta-t:us and "'.gain for higher education) . Admi ttedly , 

the best an approach like t h~s can produce i s a r ough approximation , but 

that i s all we are s eekir..g. The propbrt- bns resulting from thi s ana l ys i s 

of t he secular group were 6 5 . 8 percent pro-abortion, and 34. 2 percent pro

life, equivalent to 64 .6 mill.1.on pro-abortion and 33 . 6 million p r o-1.i.fe . 

When the previously estimatec 62 . 3 million pro-life r e ligi us a r e 

comb::..."le d with '.;he 33.6 millior. ?re-life s e cular, a total of 9 5 . 9 million 

i s obtained , o r a pro-life potential of S ::! • 8 percent of the vot i_:pq p ,:;ip uJ_d -

tion . (See Figure 9. ) 

Comparing ~he two methods, then, i t dppears that e6timated va lues 

are very muc' ' ' n the sam -::>rde :"." · 

c RVEY, 1981 PROJECTION FACTOR ANALYS IS 

59. 8 % 

Where Are We H aoetl? 

We must now p~~ss :(or ,.-ard wi th the eve ~ ::nore difficult tas k of esti 

mat1ng where we wil. oe by che e nd of 1990. ~hat will be the expe c t ed 

pro- l lfe potenti a l a t that +- . _.1.me ., a s a pter ent. o:: t hP total adult: populat:-' on? 
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If the same factors which are at work today continu~ to operate for 

the next 10 years in the same or a similar way, defensible projections may 

be obtained. Assuming that the pro-life decay curve of Figure 7 will con

tinue to fall at its average rate taken over a 16-year period, the pro-life 

potential will have fallen to 49 percent in 1985, and to 39 percent in 1990. 

(See Figure 10.) 

Looking at 1990 expectatio~s by factor analysis leads to considerations 

of the type discussed in relation to the 1981 estimates. Opposition to 

abortion in each of the three religious groupings will have further de

clined: Roman Catholics to 30.9 million, Protestants to 14.4 million, and 

other religious to 8.9 million, for an .estimated total of 54.2 million. 

Since in 1990 there will be approximately 161.5 million adults, the 

secular (non-religious) groups will have increased to 107.3 million. Again, 

all the pro-abortion factors affecting this group will have been accelerat

ing, changing the pro-abortion/pro-life ratio dramatically from its balance 

in 1981. Because the conservative, religious element has already been ex

tracted, it may be assumed that pro-life potential will diminish more 

quickly . (Again see Figure 8.) By 1990 the pro-life constituency of the 

secular group will have dropped to 12 percent, or 12.9 million. This makes 

the total pro-l i fe constituency approximately 67.1 million, or 41.5 percent 

of the population. (See Figure 11.) Using the same curves and a similar 

calculation, the pro-life potential of the voting population at the end of 

1985 comes out to be 83.2 million, or 51.7 percent of the adults . 

Once again, comparing the estimated pro-life potential in 1990 as ob

tained by two different methods, one has : 

DECAY CURVE 

39% 

FACTOR ANALYSIS 

4.1.5% 

As before, the values are roughly comparable, so that subsequent arguments 

could rest on either approach. 

It is important at thi s juncture to underscore that the projections 

which have beeP. made to 198!:- and 1990 are not to be regarded as facts, but 

rather as rational presumptions bas ed on the continuing e ffects of processes 

which have beer• '.it work in our soc iety for over two decades , Every effort 

has been made in developing the , € projections to take a ve r y conservative 

position, so that the pro-life po·centia.l is r..ot exaggerated. T•~us the true 

situation will not be better than that depicted, but may quite possibly be 

worse. 
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The Consensus Shift 

As mentioned earlier, pro-abortion sources have endeavored to show 

that the United States already has a pro-abortion consensus. This idea, 

although attached to a number, can not be accepted at face value. New 

surveys are continually adding to the con.fusion, such as the September . 
1981 Associated Press/NBC News telephone poll, in which 78 percent of all 

respondents said the decision to have an abortion should be left up to "a 

woman and her physician1131 Despite this rabble rousing, a careful examina

tion of all the data reflects and reinforces the conclusion that a pro-life 

consensus. now exists, when that term is defined clearly and specifically. 

However, the worst is just around the corner. If our calculations of 

the pro-life potential by the end of 1985 and 1990 are even roughly cor

rect, a reversal of consensus may absolutely be expected in the near future. 

(See Figure 12.) Using the calculated values of 51.7 pe rcent by 1986 and 

41.5 percent by the end of 1990, the pro-life constituency will drop below 

50 percent of the adult population between 1986 and 1987. We will make 

the transition to a pro-abortion consensus at that time . If the value s 

shown on the projected pro-life decay curve of Figure 10 apply, we will 

pass the 50 percent point before the end of 1984, little more than 24 

months away. 

While the projections developed in this study were made as precisely 

as possible, at best they are only approximate. It would actually be more 

accurate to view the cross-over as band than a point. With every passing 

month the pro-life potential i s declining toward the consensus shift. And 

past 1987, the pro-abortion consensus deepens. 

What ar the implications of this consensus reversal? The most com

pelling is that a Human Life Amendment to the Federal Constitution will 

become impossible to obtain. Of course it might be objected that the t e rm 

"impossible" i n this context is theoretical. It assumes that the total na

tional voting potential (or a mathematically representative group) will cast 

ballots, whereas the actual voting group may be skewed. It assumes that 

state legislat ures will vote to reflect the feelings and wishes of the state 

populations, whereas there is no assurance that they will do so. It assumes 

that the balances and trends now visible and measurable in the society will 

continue the way they are going , whereas they may change significantly. Yet 
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all our assumptions are logical, and are much more probable than some other 

outcome. The uncertainties do not really effect what is going to happert, 

only when it will happen, and the uncertaintie s are accounted for in the 

danger band. 

Now our argument is not at all that the pro-life cause is hopeless, 

but rather that we should heed the warnings which are plainly to be seen, 

and heed them now, before our cause further deteriorates. The facts of 

abortion to date are undeniable : despite all we have been able to do, 

abortion has continued to rise, and not only to rise but to accelerate. 

Obviously, our efforts in the future must be significantly better than 

those in the past, as with every year that passes the pro-life cause is 

working into a higher social impedance. A frightening glimpse of what may 

happen is seen today in the Soviet Union, where abortion is the main means 

of birth control, and where the average woman is reported to have six 
32 

abortions, with some having more than twenty . In short we must grasp 

the current state of affairs, know what our strategy is, reach and muster 

our full potential, and press forward to the actual attainment of our 

goals in the framework of the next few years • 

Is There a Valid Strategy? 

We now come to grips with the final and ultimately decisive question : 

what should our strategy be? From the foregoing discussion one thing 

should be crystal clear: the pro-life movement is in an emergency condition. 

In considering a strategy, we see three basic stages in the process: 

(1) Take a step or steps which will slow down the killing, and take 

them as fast as possible. We must establish a beachhead now that gives pro

abortion forces some real opposition. Without this, the battle will be 

lost by default. 

(2) Once we have a beachhead, we must move forward to consolidate 

our position with a final, legal solution to the abortion problem. 

(3) After that solution has been effected, we mus t r econs truct our 

erroded society. The abortion mentality has insinuated itself into every 

crevice of the social order. This damage must be repaired. 

The call to the pro-life movement is not to form one super organization, 

but to be alig~ed with one meaningful, consistent strategy, and to work with 

redoubled effort, because the night is coming swiftly on. 
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t RISTJAN ALTERNATIVE TO ABORTION 
Room 2500 • 230 Park Avenue 

New York, New York 10169 

Tuesday Evening 

My dear friend: 

Betsy was 19 when I first met her. Nineteen, married, 
with two children. A typical healthy and happy young Ameri
can family? No! There was one important difference. 

Betsy killed her third child. 

Unable to use artificial methods of contraception, she 
became pregnant for third time. She believed she could not 
possibly care for or support a third child. Her husband, 
David, was out of a job. The money had run out. The same 
old story that I have heard a thousand times over. To the 
young girl the situation seemed insurmountable. 

So, one evening in a mood of desperation, she took the 
life of her unborn child. Betsy will never get over it. She 
suffers a lingering sense of guilt which will haunt her the 
rest of her life. She will never hear the laughter of her 
dead child. No one will. Except God. 

This is a deeply tragic and, alas, a not uncommon story. 
The greatest tragedy, perhaps, is the fact that even without 
the use of harmful birth control devices, she could have 
avoided that very pregnancy which resulted in the murder of 
her unborn child. If only she had known about the CHRISTIAN 
ALTERNATIVE TO ABORTION, she could have obtained the 

information to practice the proven Billings ovulation method of birth control. She 
could have avoided this awful situation which resulted in tragedy and despair. 

Life for Betsy, her husband and her children is much more difficult now. Her 
guilt and loss of self-esteem will require them to rebuild a relationship that was 
so needles sly impaired. 

Why? 

I ask mys elf this question over and over - and over again. 

Why? 

It does not have to happen this way. CHRISTIAN ALTERNATIVE TO ABORTION 
supports the teaching of a new and revolutionary method of natural birth regulation, 
the Billings ovulation method. It should not be confused with the older and unreli
able rhythm and temperature method. It is the proven method of natural birth 

(please turn over) 

CHRISTIAN ALTERNATIVE TO ABORTION (CATA) is a non-profit organization and all contributions are tax-deductible. 



control - 99 % effective without the use of artificial devices. This hardware and 
chemicals, in addition to being ineffective, ultimately harm that most precious 
and sacred of God's gift to a woman - her body. 

Teachers are already available to provide information about this method in our 
country. The method is now being taught in more than 100 countries around the 
world. But, there is an urgent need to spread the wordMw to all women of child
bearing age. 

Our dear Mother Teresa teaches the Billings ovulation method in Calcutta, India. 
She said "We are teaching natural family planning even to the illiterate beggars. 
You would be amazed at what these good people can do. They come to our houses 
to thank us. As poor as they are they all say to me, 'We have come to thank you 
for allowing us to plan our family without committing sin'. They explained to rne 
that natural family planning by simple means is nothing else but self control out of 
love for each other . 'From the time we have been practicing this natural way , our 
family has remained united. Our family is healthy and we can have a baby whenever 
we want. 1 11 

Our beloved Pope John Paul II has enthusiastically endorsed our worldwide 
efforts, saying, "I rejoice with you for your generous commitment in promoting 
a regulation of birth which respects God's law and man's authentic dignity. Do not 
be discouraged by the difficulties you may meet on your way . You serve man: a 
most noble cause for which it is only right that one should wear oneself out, at 
one's own personal cost if necessary. I bless you all with particular warmhearted
ness." 

Please join with Pope John Paul and Mother Teresa in helping us carry out God's 
will in the teaching of this simple, natural method of birth control: With your as sis
tance, we can help couples, not only in America, but all over the world. 

We ask for your financial support and your prayers - just as you are constantly 
in ours. 

Yours sincerely in the love and 
joy of Christ, 

Mercedes Arzu Wilson 
President 

P. S. $1,000 will enable us to print illustrated material for distribution to 
thousands of illiterate women; $500 will provide training material for an entire 
region; $250 can help teach one thousand women about natural birth control; $100 
will help support a full time teacher; $50 will help pay for publicity to encourage 
women to join the training sessions. Your contribution, in whatever amount, is 
tax-deductible. 



CHRISTIAN ALTERNATIVE 
TO ABORTION (CATA) 

ill..-. 
Mercedes Arzu Wilson, President of CATA, and Mother Teresa of Calcutta 

CATA has been organized to disseminate and spread the ovu
lation method of Natural Family Planning. This work has been, and 

--~ -------~ c=o=n=ti=n=--=u=e_s_t=o~b~e,, carried out b the Wor1d Orga11izatio Ovulation 
Method - Billings, U.S.A. The national headquarters of CATA 
is in New York City, and the organization is still in formation. 
What follows is a major excerpt from an article by Elsie B. 
Martinez which appeared in the April 4, 1981 issue of AMERICA. 
This will give the reader some idea of the ovulation method and 
of the work that is being done to make it known throughout the 
world. 

The rhythm method of birth control 
was for many years identified in the 
public mind as the Catholic method of 
birth control. The newer, more reliable 
and effective ovulation method of birth 
regulation has supplanted the rhythm 
method for most Catholics using 
natural family planning and is being 
increasingly accepted by women of 
many different religious, cultural and 
educational backgrounds. 

It can be effectively taught to 
illiterate peasants as well as urban 
housewives, and its proponents expect 
it to become in the next 10 years the 
modern woman's most popular choice 
of birth control. Commonly known as 
the Billings ovulation method after 
Drs. John and Evelyn Billings of 
Melbourne, Australia, the husband 
and wife team that developed it, the 
method is a scientific system of birth 

regulation based on the fact that at a 
certain phase of a woman's menstrual 
cycle the female cervical glands 
produce secretions that change 
dramatically during the hours before 
and after ovulation. Women of all ages, 
cultural and educational backgrounds 
can learn to observe- and interpret the 
secretion changes and use the 
information to avoid-or to try to 
achieve-pregnancy. 



Since 1977 the method has been 
taught primarily through the auspices 
of the World Organization of the 
Ovulation Method-Billings. One of the 
most effective promoters of the method 
is the President of the CHRISTIAN 
ALTERNATIVE TO ABORTION 
(CATA), Mrs. Mercedes Arzu Wilson, 
who sees the Billings methods as a 
liberating force for women, enabling 
them to learn more about their own 
bodies and to take control of their 
reproductive systems. A native 
Guatemalan, now a resident of 
Covington, La., Mrs. Wilson learned 
the method 11 years ago from the Drs. 
Billings, and ever since then she has 
conducted a personal crusade to bring 
the message of natural family 
planning to women all over the world. 
In the course of her crusade, she has 
been responsible for establishing 
teaching centers in her native 
Guatemala, other countries of Latin 
America (with the exception of Cuba), 
the United States, Europe and Africa. 
She has enlisted the support of Mother 
Teresa of India and Pope John Paul II 
and has attracted a volunteer army of 
thousands of teachers now active in 100 
countries, teaching in many different 
languages and cultures. 

She has written a book on the 
method, The Ovulation Method of Birth 
Regulation, recently published by Van 
Nostrand Reinhold that includes 
scientific documentation of the method 
with case histories of women from 
areas all over the world. Mrs. Wilson is 
donating proceeds from the book to the 
natural family planning movement. 

Whether she is teaching in a remote 
village in Guatemala or conducting a 
workshop for Louisiana housewives, 
Mrs. Wilson delivers the same 
message: "Why should women make 
themselves slaves to chemicals, drugs 
and hardware to avoid pregnancy? 
Why should they take all these un
natural means when there is a safe, 
natural, cost-free system that has been 
scientifically proved effective? It 
doesn't make sense for a woman to take 
an oral contraceptive (a drug that has 
possibly dangerous side effects) every 
day of the month for years when she is 
fertile only 100 hours a month, or to 
wear a piece of hardware all the time 
(something which can cause serious 
illness, infections and irritations)." 

Increasing numbers of women 
taking the OV'LJlation method course 
apparently agree with Mrs. Wilson 
that it makes more sense to avoid 
sexual intercourse during the fertile 
days of the month. While some women 

use the method because of religious or 
moral orientation, many are turning to 
it for considerations of health and 
safety. 

Novelist Walker Percy, a friend and 
Covington neighbor of Mrs. Wilson, 
believes that the method has probably 
been more widely accepted in this 
country by non-Catholics than by 
Catholics. Mr. Percy, who is also a 
physician, believes that the method is 
the only viable alternative to chemical 
and mechanical means of birth control 
and is being selected by young women 
who are afraid of the pill and IUD's. 
"Ironically enough," says Mr. Percy, 
"some Catholics confuse it with the old 
rhythm method and do not accept it as 
readily as non-Catholics. The figures 
for the ovulation method, however, are 
very impressive, and it's a most 
effective technique." 

A major advantage of the ovulation 
method over the rhythm method is its 
effectiveness with women having 
irregular monthly cycles. A frequent 
complaint about rhythm is that it is 
effective only with women with 
regular cycles. A classic case 
mentioned in Mrs. Wilson's book was 
that of a young Mexican woman who 
had eight children although she and 
her husband had restricted their 
sexual intercourse to the days of 
menstruation because they thought 
that was the only safe time. After some 
experience charting her monthly cycle 
using the ovulation method, she 
discovered that her ovulatory phase 
and menstruation overlapped. Since 
then she has successfully used the 
ovulation method to avoid pregnancy. 

Part of the ovulation method course 
includes a study offemale anatomy and 
physiology so that women will not 
regard their reproductive system as 
incomprehensible or frightening. Mrs. 
Wilson urges all women to learn about 
their own bodies, to take control of 
their lives, to insist that men share the 
responsibility for family planning and 
to make free choices about how and 
when to limit their families. "I believe 
that women should be knowledgeable 
about aH the options open to them," she 
said. "They should participate more 
actively in the selection and control of 
the particular birth control method they 
use. Women for too long have played a 
passive role in this important area." 

Agreeing with her is Dr. Robert 
Mendelsohn, the syndicated columnist 
and author of Confessions of a Medical 
Heretic. Critical of the widespread use 
of the pill and other artificial methods 
of birth control, Dr. Mendelsohn faults 

the medical profession f<fr not 
informing women adequately of the
hazards of artificial contraceptives. He 
gives the Billings method high marks 
and predicts that Mrs. Wilson will 
become a "legend in her own time" 
because of her dedication, zeal and 
success in spreading the message of 
natural family planning to women all 
over the world. 

An important aid in teaching the 
ovulation method was devised by Mrs. 
Wilson shortly after she learned the 
method herself. It is a simple recording 
system for charting with colored 
stamps the changes that take place in 
the cervical secretions during a 
women's monthly cycle. Dr. Billings 
and other scientists and teachers 
involved in the study of the ovulation 
method credit this charting system 
with contributing significantly to the 
success of the method, particularly 
among nonliterate women in 
underdeveloped countries. 

Mrs. Wilson says the method is often 
more acceptable to the poor and 
illiterate who live close to nature and 
are suspicious of technology and 
artificial birth control methods. 
Mother Teresa and her nuns, for 
example, have been teaching it to the 
poor of India for a number of years. It is 
accepted there by Hindus, Buddhists 
and Moslems as well as Christians. 

Mother Teresa was the keynote 
speaker at the Congress for the Family 
of the Americas held in Guatemala 
City last July. A number of the 2,000 
men and women attending were 
illiterate yet were successfully trained 
to become ovulation method teachers 
in their towns and villages. Another 
congress to recruit and train teachers, 
this time for the families of Europe and 
Africa, was held in Rome Jan. 10-20, 
1981. Mother Teresa again was 
keynote speaker. The method is 
presently being taught at centers in 
France, Belgium, Germany, Italy, 
Spain, Portugal and most countries of 
Africa. Mrs. Wilson says there are not 
enough teachers to keep up with the 
demand for training sessions. 

Training techniques vary from 
culture to culture. In Guatemala the 
first class is devoted to a discussion of 
how difficult it is for Guatemalans to 
talk about sex. Another session is the 
showing of the Walt Disney film "The 
Human Body" in Spanish and Quiche 
(a native dialect). Teachers in El 
Salvador adapt their presentation to 
the people's understanding of fertility 
in nature. In Nigeria teachers talk 
about the combined fertility of 



husbarfd and wife, and not just the 
~';vomen's fertility. Hus bands are 
encouraged to help their wives record 
their cyclical chart and thus become 
aware of when abstinence is required. 
In India the colorful booklet 
"Ovulation Method Training 
Programme" of Sister Catherine 
Bernard, M.D., is so popular in the 
Tamil N adu area that it is continuously 
out of stock, according to Archbishop 
V.S. Selvanather. Universally used is 
Mrs. Wilson's ingenious charting 

system. In some areas women learn 
with simple rhymes how to keep 
accurate records: "If she spotted, if she 
bled, place a stamp that is red.Nothing 
felt and nothing seen, place a stamp 
that is green. If there's mucus, wet and 
clear, place a baby white stamp here." 
The nonfertile days are usually 
referred to as "dry days" because the 
cervical secretion is absent, sparse or 
of a cloudy, sticky consistency. Fertile 
days are marked by the presence of a 

clear and elastic secretion, giving a 
lubricating, wet sensation. 

The ovulation method course 
emphasizes the need for both marriage 
partners to be responsible for using the 
method effectively, and men are 
included in the instruction. Mrs. 
Wilson feels strongly that men should 
share the responsibility for family 
planning. "It's surprising the number 
of husbands who know practically 
nothing about a woman's physiology," 
she says, "Many are even surprised to 

Mother Teresa and child 

learn that a woman is fertile only a few 
days a month. A man of course is fertile 
all the time. Yet it's the woman who 
usually has the responsibility to avoid 
pregnancy." 

The mutual responsibility removes 
the burden that has been on women's 
shoulders for so long, says Mrs. Wilson. 
She reports that women in 
underdeveloped and developed 
countries express similar feelings of 
psychological and intellectual 

satisfaction in using the ovulation 
method. In many cases, the sharing of 
intimate knowledge about the woman's 
menstrual cycle and the pattern of her 
cervical secretions has opened the door 
to better communication in other areas 
and has actually resulted in 
strengthening some marriages. 
Several studies being conducted 
throughout the United States indicate 
that couples using natural family plan
ning have an extremely low divorce rate 
(0.5 percent), Mrs. Wilson reports. 

While the course is directed 
primarily at teaching a technique of 
family planning, it is guided by a 
moral philosophy that is nonsectarian 
and based on the need for self
discipline, generosity and concern for 
the dignity and freedom of the 
individual. "We believe in teaching a 
moral point of view from childhood on 
and preparing young people for the 
responsibility of marriage and family 
life," explains Mrs. Wilson. "This is 



really the best way to prevent teen-age 
pregnancies and sexual promiscuity 
among the young." 

She is particularly critical of 
government agencies and planned 
parenthood groups that prescribe or 
recommend oral contraceptives to 
teen-agers in an effort to solve the teen
age pregnancy problem. This is 
ignoring the root of the problem and 
endangering the health of young 
people, she maintains. She points out 

Mrs. Wilson points to some impressive 
statistics. Most striking is a 
preliminary study conducted by the 
World Health Organization in five 
countries-Ireland, the Philippines, 
New Zealand, El Salvador and India
which indicates that when used 
correctly the method is 99 percent 
effective. 

Dr. James B. Brown, of the 
University of Melbourne, Australia, 
the endocrinologist who has worked 

greater enthusiasm when &'II the 
studies are published in scientific. 
journals. 

Meanwhile , ovulation method 
teachers are reaching more and more 
women all over the world. Dr. John J . 
Brennan of the Marquette Medical 
School predicts that in the next 10 
years they will reach every woman in 
the world. 

For her very major part in this 
natural family planning campaign 

Mercedes Arzu Wilson and Father Richards meet with Pope John Paul II 

that the Federal Drug Administration 
warned in 1978 that the use of the pill 
during adolescence may temporarily 
or premanently alter the biological 
systems involved in reproduction. 

Some resistance to natural family 
planning, she believes, stems from the 
fact that it is a cost-free system. 
"There's a lot of money involved in 
birth control," she points out. 

For skeptics who question the 
effectiveness of the ovulation method, 

with the Billings in ovulation method 
research, points out that natural 
family planning methods like all 
methods of birth control, are open to 
user failure because of the need for 
complete abstinence during the fertile 
period. He says that acceptance of the 
method by the scientific and medical 
communities has been slow because 
publication of the scientific basis of the 
method has lagged behind worldwide 
teaching of the method. He predicts 

Mrs. Wilson has been awarded an 
Honorary Doctor of Humanities 
degree by the Catholic University or 
Puerto Rico, and Dr. Billings gives her 
"a special place in the history of the 
development of the ovulation method" 
and says she is a "remarkable woman 
who has shown extraordinary 
fortitude and endurance in her efforts 
to assist the underprivileged. Her zeal 
is that of a person who stamps society 
with her own mark." 
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-----~-•-INTERCESSORS FOR AMERICA 

PROSTAGLANDIN ABORTION & THE HAZARD OF LIVE BIRTHS 
by Gary Bergel 

In Kampala, Uganda, in 1969, a doctor broke with the 
traditional life-saving practices of medicine and used a newly 
discovered chemical compound to induce the premature 
birth of a developing baby. For the f irst time, a prostaglandin
induced abortion had been performed . Previously this doctor 
had used the same drug to assist labor and bring forth live 
births. 1 

With the fateful U.S. SupremeCourt Decision in January 
1973 which legalized abortion in the United States, the 
number of infants being killed by abortive procedures has 
climbed to in excess of one million per year. Research 
indicates that when prostaglandins have been employed , as 
many as 10% and possibly 30% of these infants were born 
alive and were capable of survival , but in blind inhumanity for 
life, were left to die.2 God alone knows how many of these 
aborted infants, born with hearts still beating , were callously 
discarded since very few records are kept by doctors, 
researchers, drug manufacturers, hospitals or clinics on the 
condition or disposal of the infant in prostaglandin abortions. 

The legalized abortion of millions of infants in the U.S. 
since 1973 is ghastly and murderous enough to consider , but 
the brutal discarding of infants who survived prostaglandin 
procedures and would have possibly developed into healthy, 
mature, productive human beings is a clear indictment upon 
both the drug producers and the prostaglandin abortionists . 
One drug producer in particular, the Upjohn Company in 
Kalamazoo, Michigan, which has pioneered prostagland in 
research and now produces and distributes the drug must 
bear heavy responsibility for these incredible developments. 
This paper is a call to re-examine the history, the morality and 
the rationale of prostaglandin abortive endeavors, a call to 
halt the discarding of viable infants, and a call to vindicate 
and justify the right to live that each of these now dead infants 

The discovery of prostaglandins (soluble, fatty , nitrogen
free acids) is credited to the Swedish scientist , Ult S. van 
Euler, who, in 1934, observed that human semen and extracts 
of sheep vesicular glands lowered blood pressure and 
caused smooth muscle contraction when injected into 
various animals.4 In the mid-Forties , Dr. K. Sune D. 
Bergstrom of Sweden's Karolinska Institute in Stockholm 
also extracted tiny amounts 6fthese fatty substances from 
sheep glands and observed the same effects. He and his 
colleagues later isolated tiny, pure amounts of prostaglandin 
E1 and prostaglandin E1 alpha. In 1959 PGE1 was injected 
into human volunteers for the first time. It accelerated their 
hearts while causing blood pressure to drop. Dr. Bergstrom's 
research laid the foundation for subsequent research; he is 
now regarded as the founding father of prostaglandin 
studies. Now 61, Dr. Bergstrom recently resigned as rector of 
Karolinska Institute to continue his clinical studies on the use 
of prostaglandins in very early pregnancy interruption. A 
vaginal suppository capable of terminating pregnancy in the 
first three weeks after the first missed menstrual period is one 
of his major research goals. He is chairman of the World 
Health Organization (WHO) Medical Advisory Council and 
head of the WHO Task Force on the use of prostaglandins in 
fertility contro1.s 

UPJOHN INVOLVEMENT WITH PROSTAGLANDINS 
In 1957, Dr. David I. Weisblat, Vice President for Phar

maceutical Research at the Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, 
Michigan, wrote to Dr. Sune Bergstrom about research 
concerns and in Dr. Bergstrom's reply he casually mentioned 
the recent isolation of prostaglandin E1 and E1 alpha and the 
lack of adequate supplies of raw material. Shortly thereafter, 
the Upjohn Company agreed to help Dr. Bergstrom. 

Upjohn's first organic chemist, Dr. Lednicer, was assigned 
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF PROSTAGLANDINS 
Until 1970 the only available methods of abortion were: 

hysterotomy; Caesarean Section , where the womb is entered 
by surgery through the wall of the abdomen; D & C, dilation 
and curettage, where the womb is emptied by a vaccum pump 
inserted through the natural gateway, the cervix ; "salting 
out", where a 20% salt solution is injected into the amnionic 
fluid surrounding the baby carried in the uterus, the baby dies 
and the body eventually expels the poisoned infant. Early in 
the 1970's, a number of clinical researchers around the world 
began testing certain new prostaglandin compounds for use 
as abortifacients, drugs which cause abortion . These 
substances are found in virtually all mammalian cells and in 
all life systems of the human body. Some prostaglandin 
compounds may have beneficial applications to treat 
nervous, digestive, respiratory, excretory, reproductive and 
cardiovascular diseases, including heart conditions and 
arthritis. In 1967, only one prostaglandin patent was granted. 
In 1976, 200 prostaglandin patents were issued.3 A substan
tial number of these involve pharmaceutical uses. 
Prostaglandin research continues to be a rapidly expanding 
arena of activity. 

prostaglandin were available in 1964 and the synthesis of a 
fully oxygenated prostaglandin was published by Upjohn in 
1966. The first abortion by infused prostaglandin was carried 
out in 1969 by Dr. Sultan M. M. Karim and colleagues in 
Kampala, Uganda.s By 1971 some 6000 samples were sent to 
4,000 investigators around the world . By 1972 Upjohn had 
produced 500 prostaglandin entities. Synthetic analogs of 
the natural prostaglandins were prepared and these coupled 
with the extraction of prostaglandins from sea whip coral 
yielded prostaglandins in kilogram quantities.7 

Upjohn's November 1, 1972 Interim Report to their 
shareholders included the report that prostaglandin E2 and 
F2 alpha were introduced commercially into the United 
Kingdom for use by selected hospitals and clinics to induce 
labor and terminate pregnancy. 8 On November 26, 1973, the 
U.S. Food and Drug Administration approved prostaglandin 
F2 alpha for second trimester abortion in the U.S., and in 
August of 1977 the FDA approved Prostin E2 vaginal 
suppositories for use in inducing labor to expel babies which 
have died in the womb (intrauterine fetal death), to expel 
abnormally growing placental tissue (hydatidiform mole) or 
to legally abort babies in general.9 New Drug Applications for 



Prostin F2 alpha, a labor inducer, Prostin/ 15M, an injectable 
abortifacient, and Prostin E2 oral , for labor induction at term 
were on file with the FDA by the beginning of 1978.10 The 
Up john Company continues to be a pioneer and leader in the 
field of prostaglandin research and application . By their 
policies of supplying samples to qualified researchers and 
doctors the cumulative research has advanced five to ten 
years.11 The fact that clinical stud ies are carried on in 
California, Connecticut, Florida, Hawaii , Massachusetts, 
Michigan, Missouri , New York, North Carolina, Ohio, 
Pennsylvania, Texas, Australia, Belgium, Canada, China, 
Denmark, England, Egypt, Germany, India, Italy, Japan, 
Korea, Mexico, the Netherlands, Scotland , Sweden, 
Switzerland , and Uganda, demonstrates the tremendous 
impact Upjohn has had on the development of prostaglan
dins as abortifacients. 

PROSTAGLANDINS AND SYSTEMS OF ABORTION 
Since one of the first prostaglandin effects observed was 

the stimulation of smooth muscle contraction , c lini cal 
researchers immediately saw the potentia l of using 
prostaglandins to induce labor and control human reproduc
tion and fertility. As noted earlier, the search is on to find a 
self administrated drug that will safely and effectively 
terminate pregnancy during the first six weeks after a missed 
menstrual period .12- ,s Some see this as the beginning of a 
world-wide, total fertility control program and are working 
with groups of strategists to advance pharmacological 
pregnancy termination .17 Some repeat abortion patients 
report that they find prostaglandin abortion more preferred 
than suction evacuation , saline injection, .or other methods.18 
Many feminist abortion advocates have gone on record as 
favoring a non-clinical do-it-yourself procedure and feel the 
most probable route for home use will be the vaginal 
suppository.19 The search is on and with the super-market 
marketing of the e.p.t. " In-home Early Pregnancy Test" kit by 
Warner/ Chilcott in late 1977, a self-administrated 
prostaglandin abortion kit no longer seems a remote dream 
but a fast approaching reality. 

PROSTAGLANDINS AND THE REALITY 
OF LIVE BIRTHS 

From the time in 1969 when Dr. Sultan Karim fi rst used 
prostaglandins to induce labor in Ugandan women , these 
drugs were known to be able to deliver babies alive.20 As 
already noted, a New Drug Application fo r Prostin E2 oral 
d rug to induce labor at term is on file with the FDA by Upjoh n. 
Clinical studies also demonstrated that since prostaglandins 
stimulate near-natural labor, placental function was not 
modified , nor were there any major adverse effects upon the 
newborn infants. Follow-up examinations showed normal 
development among children induced to birth by prostaglan
dins.21-2s 

The potential of viable, live births occurring with the use of 
prostaglandin abortifacients continues to be a troubling fact 
for many doctors. The hazard of live births is especially great 
during second trimester abortions. Dr. Wing K. Lee, director 
of fetal medicine at Connecticut's Mount Sinai Hospital , 
reported to Planned Parenthood in 1977 that 45 of 607 mid
trimester abortions performed between April 197 4 and 
October 1976 resulted in live births. All 607 abortions were 
induced with injections of Prostin F2 alpha manufactured by 
the Upjohn Company.2s Dr. Lee and his associate Dr. Michael 
S. Boggish also stated that physicians have been understan
dably reluctant to reveal the number of second-trimester live 
births.24 Upon examining scores of clinical reports it must be 
noted that there were no records indicated which would 
truthfully show how many live births occured during certain 
studies. From conversations with doctors it also must be 

noted that hospitals apparently do not keep records which 
would indicate the true extent of this ongoing problem. Dr. 
Matthew J. Bulfin, President of the American Assoc iation of 
Pro-Life Obstetricians and gynecologists reported to their 
annual meeting in 1976 that as he reviewed 34 articles 
published in the American Journal of Obstetrics and 
Gynecology and the Green Journal during 1974, 1975 and 
1976 only one report mentioned the possibility and recorded 
that three aborted infants showed some "muscular activity at 
delivery."28 The report cited added that "true incidence is 
probably higher reflecting a tendency not to record such 
findings-on the chart. "29 

The Board of the Tallahassee Memorial Hospital , Forida 
unanimously agreed at the close of 1977 to ban all 
prostaglandin abortions when the mother is more than 12 
weeks pregnant, because of the live births occurring at their 
hospital.30 

The Upjohn Company which makes the commonly used 
Prostin F2 alpha and Prostin E2 is definitely aware of the live 
birth potential. Their package inserts and brochures for both 
of these drugs advise that any "failed pregnancy term ination 
shou ld be completed by some other means. " 

Some might argue that "failed pregnancy termination" 
refers only to the removal of uterine contents, but the truth 
remains that at this present time 'abortion ' and 'successful 
pregnancy termination' also means the production of a dead 
fetus , if simply by neglecting the one born alive. 

The birth of viable infants and their disposal has resulted in 
a quagmire for the U.S. Supreme Court. The Court has 
agreed to review several major cases which deal with this live 
birth reality. " In Boston in 1974, Dr. Kenneth Elelin was 
charged with suffocating a 20-24-week-old fetus that 
survived an abortion . In South Carolina in 1974, Dr. Jessie 
Floyd was charged with murder after he aborted a 25-week
old-fetus which died after surviving for 20 days. Most recently 
in Santa Ana, California, Dr. William Wadd ill was charged 
with strangling an aborted 24-31-week-old-fetus that sur
vived an abortion . All these cases involve a common 
quest ion-what are the rights of a viable fetus that survives an 
abortion? Put another way, does a woman 's legal right to be 
freed from an unwanted pregnancy include the right to 
demand a dead fetus?"31 

Whether or not late-term infants which survive an abortion 
ultimately are protected will not put an end to an even more 
troubling albatross hanging around the necks of abortionists 
and pharmaceutical manufacturers who supply them, 
namely, the ethical and moral disintegration and resultant 
breakdown of life saving medicinal practice and life suppor
tive pharmacology. 

PROSTAGLANDINS AND THE END OF 
FAMILY CENTERED SCIENCE 

Though the pharmaceutical professions have no defined 
code of ethics regulating the dispensing of drugs to take 
human life, the scientific system of medicine has had such a 
code, although it comes into question with the advent of 
systemic abortion and the call for total fertility control. 
Hippocrates, the Greek "father of scientific med icine," 
chartered a code of conduct which is st ill accepted and used 
as a basis for ethics and morality in the scientific practice of 
medicine. This code of conduct, while not a formal vow or 
oath , is recited in various forms by graduates at many of our 
universities and schools of medicine. Though some schools 
have re-written the content since the U.S. Supreme Court's 
1973 "abortion on demand" ruling , the traditional code of 
conduct read in part: "The regimen I adopt shall be for the 
benefit of my patients according to my ability and judgment, 
and not for their hurt or for any wrong . I will give no deadly 
drug to any , though it be asked of me, nor will I counsel such , 
and especially I will not aid a woman to procure abortion ."32 

l 



Dr. William N. Hubbard, Jr., President of the Upjohn 
Company, addressed the March 3, 1978 World Day of Prayer 
service in Kalamazoo, Michigan with these remarks; 

"There are many communities. They extend from the 
ultimate community that is the universe of God's creation , to 
that smallest community-the family ; which is the unique 
source of continuation of the human race and through which 
man has not only the fact of being but the hope of becoming . 
It is the family from wh ich both the material and transcenden
tal community evolves and from wh ich it has its continuance. 
Woman is the bridge over which the generations of mankind 
pass. She has the f irst contact with the next generation and a 
special relat ion to the infant-not only biolog ic but in the 
transcendental sense. The woman , the child , and the father 
can form the family ... our prayers to the Alm ighty God 
authorize and sustain .. . the values of the transcendental 

control this has never been done. The rationale of killing the 
unborn under the guise of "human rights" or under the 
argument that we must do so to ensure food , services and 
supplies for those living really is absurd in light of the 
mounting mound of more than 5,000,000 human corpses in 
the U.S. and the incredulous world wide projected minimum 
of 385,000,000 human beings aborted since 1971 which cry 
out for vindication and justice.35 What will you who have 
participated to take their lives now answer? What will we still 
surviving by the grace of God now do? 
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DO-IT-YOURSELF ABORTION DRUGS NOW IN SECOND PHASE OF TESTING 
by Gary Bergel 

"Computers may be viewed as erector-set technology when stacked 
against Upjohn inventions of the 'BO 's." 

Upjohn Inter-View, Fall 1979 

As 1981 begins, our national rate of abortion is an 
unprecedented one unborn child killed every 20-30 seconds! 
Within 36 months leading fertility researchers expect to have 
a do-it-yourself abortion drug on the market which will be 
available to any woman by prescription . Presently one out of 
every four children conceived is aborted . With the develop
ment of self-administered abortion drugs, this rate will 
increase at an even more alarming pace and the entire 
abortion business will, in a very real sense, go out of control. 
With abortion clinics virtually no longer needed, and with 
abortion advanced as a low-cost, convenient, at-home, non
surgical procedure the reality looms before us as to whether 
abortion could ever be halted at that point, except by direct 
intervention of God himself. 

.The push for self-administered abortion drugs, specifically 
for something that would induce a menstrual flow during the 
first weeks of pregnancy, has been going on for many years. 
The acknowledged pioneer and leader in this search has 
been the Upjohn Company of Kalamazoo, Michigan. In a 
landmark 1972 corporate decision , Upjohn executives 
decided to enter the arena of non-war chemistry for death . 
From that time forth they have heavily funded an energetic 
research program to discover effective and convenient 
means to terminate human life. The reversion to death 
chemistry was deliberate and a patient-administered abor
tion suppository was clearly anticipated in these remarks by 
Dr. Wm. Hubbard, President of Upjohn, at that time: 

"For the first time (since Nazi Germany) the medical 
profession is involved in the inhibition of life and here we look 
to the most effective and convenient means. It is our hope 
that by terminating or intercepting pregnancies at the 
embryonic disk or somite stage of development, we can avoid 
many of the problems, both aesthetic and physical, of 
abortions in later stages of conception. It is our hope that 
through the development of routes of optimum convenience, 
both oral and vaginal, it will be possible to obtain an effective 
inducer of menses at cycle end . .. . we shall deal with the logic 
and technology of the limitation of life. The success already 
achieved suggests a most promising future. " 

Upjohn prostaglandin abortifacient suppositories have 
now been tested for several years. The "Ob. Gyn . News" of 
December, 1979 carried a full report by Dr. Deryck R. Kent 
concerning the testing of such drugs at the University of 
California, Irvine, College of Medicine. The "Ob. Gyn . News" 
of November, 1980 contained the report of an add ress given 
by Dr. Henry W. Foster at the annual convention of the 
National Medical Association in Dallas, Texas. Dr. Foster, 
chairman of obstetrics and gynecology at Hubbard Hospital 
and Meharry Medical College in Nashville, Tennessee, 
reported that an Upjohn prostaglandin suppository which 
would induce abortion in 1-7 hours was tried on 28 women in 
his institution, with "good results ." If the results of the testing 
of this prostaglandin F2 methyl ester suppository continue to 
be "positive," then "Phase 3" nation wide clinical trials can 
begin . Foster states that when nation wide trials are 
completed, "Any woman who is up to 21 days past her first 
missed period would be able to go to her gynecologist and ... 
. if the (pregnancy) test were positive, the suppository could 
be prescribed . The patient could then go home, insert the 
suppository at night .. . and expect to begin bleeding and 
having contractions usually within 2-4 hours." Diarrhea and 

vomiting were the major complications reported to be 
associated with this abortion drug . Upjohn manufactured the 
suppositories used and supported these trials in Tennessee, 
according to Dr. Foster's remarks. 

This "Ob. Gyn. News" report clears the air and establishes 
the fact that the Upjohn Company is indeed working to 
perfect and market do-it-yourself abortion drugs. The 
company's 1979 annual report indicated that the ultimate 
targets for massive release of such drugs will be the Third 
World nations , China, India, and the Eastern European bloc 
countries. In a special May, 1980 edition of the "Up john Inter
View," Dr. David I. Weisblat , Vice President for Phar
maceutical Research, declared that "Upjohn is not aban
doning its work in fertility research ... a product for menses 
(menstrual period) induction is among important research 
goals ... if Upjohn develops it . .. Upjohn should market it. " 

Work is continuing at Upjohn on such suppositories; in 
addition , various other prostaglandin abortifacient "de! ivery" 
systems and devices are also being manufactured and 
evaluated . It's now apparent that a special combination of 
two prostagland ins given by parenteral injection will be 
tested and evaluated overseas as an early pregnancy 
abortifacient. Trial testing and advance marketing in other 
nations has long been standard practice for most phar
maceutical firms. Regulations for clinical studies and human 
experimentation are often less stringent than those of our 
own U.S. Food and Drug Administration and state statutes. 
The supply of human subjects in heavily populated develop
ing nations is plentiful and the women who die are not as 
readily noticed . We would do well to notify our friends 
overseas to become alert to such testing practices and to 
protest this worldwide advance of death technology . Our 
friends should know too that it might be difficult to uncover 
all such activities because, as of mid-1980, Upjohn company 
administrators were instructing workers who had the 
responsibility to answer foreign "protest" mail that they 
should make certain to include the point that " the prostaglan
din suppository for menses induction in the early weeks of 
pregnancy is not being tested for self-administration ." We 
believe this is blatant misrepresentation . 

We are witnessing no less than the resurgence of drug 
sorcery, dressed in a 20th century set of clothes and 
propelled along by scientific double-speak and semantic 
shifts. The post-Hippocratic retreat into death technocracy 
continues to grow into international big business. The 
politics and social policies of entire nations are being 
impacted and seeded for eugenic death select ion and 
manipulation for profit by fertility research industries. Firms 
like Upjohn operate arm- in-arm with Planned Parenthood 
overseas, funded by federal grants through AID (Agency for 
International Development) and actually hire and use the 
same New York, Park Avenue public relations firm , Manning , 
Selvage & Lee, Inc. The Bible documents this spread of drug 
sorcery in Revelation 18:11-13, 23c , 24. The human perver
sion and slaughter which this move of social-genetic 
engineering is spawning is most awesome and grievous to 
consider. While the men and women involved in this work 
sincerely believe they are moving in compassionate ways to 
alleviate over-population and human suffering , we know and 
must speak that, in reality , they are placing the whole of 
humankind in jeopardy. 

Let us continue prayerful and active protest to stop this 
insidious advance of the most awesome abortion tools yet 
devised. Let us, together, ask the Most High God in Christ's 
name to intervene and deal redemptively in these matters. 

This publication is printed by INTERCESSORS FOR AMERICA, P.O. Box 1289, Elyria, Ohio 44036, a tax-exempt, non
profit organization . Your contributions provide our financial support. Contents may be quoted or reprinted, provided 
excerpts are in context. The IFA staff: John Beckett, President; Guy Kump, Executive Director; Gary Berge!, Research 
Director; and Jean Liles, Secretary. (216) 327-5184. 
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THE MONSTROSITY OF PLANNED PARENTHOOD 
by Gary Bergel 

"When the history of our civilization is written , it will be a biological 
history and Margaret Sanger will be its heroine." 
- H. G. Wells 
"As we celebrate the 100th birthday of Margaret Sanger, our 
outrageous and our courageous leader .... we should be very proud 
of what we are and what our mission is. It is a very grand mission . ... 

--i---a001rt-·tef1>--1·s only-1-Ae--tip of tl"t~ -------
- Faye Waddleton , National President 

Planned Parenthood Federation of America 
February 5, 1979 

"It will be difficult to control world population if contracept ive 
methods are not combined with abortion ... " 
- Dr. Benjamin Viel 

International Planned Parenthood Foundation, 
1971 

The sprawling octopus-like international fertility control federa
tion, commonly known as "Planned Parenthood, " was spawned 
during the first twenty-five years of this century by Margaret Sanger 
and her clique of devotees, which was comprised of socialists, 
anarchists, Nazis, militant feminists , eugenicists, two husbands, 
sundry lovers and assorted paid "sycophants and gigolos" as her 
sons once called them.1 The term "birth control" was coined and 
claimed by Sanger in 1912 and "The Voluntary Parenthood League" 
was organized and operating in 1914. "Planned Parenthood" 
affiliates were established by 1922 and an entire fertility control 
movement was in motion by 1926. The American Birth Control 
League which has become the Planned Parenthood Federation of 
America (PPFA) which we know today, was founded in 1939. World 
War II temporarily halted the growth of the worldwide fertility control 
movement, but a new move of expansion began in 1960 and has 
continued unabated to the present time. The PPFA, with national 
offices in New York and Washington D.C., has 200 or more affiliated 
U.S. organizations , operates more than 700 clinics across the U.S., 
and is but one member out of some 91 affiliated members which 
comprise the worldwide International Planned Parenthood Federa
tion , head uartere_g in London, England.2 

The stated "mission" of Planned Parenthood Federation of America 
is "to bring about the virtual el imination of unwanted pregnancy in 
the United States" and to be " the nation's foremost agent of social 
change in the area of reproductive health and well-being ."3 The 
International Federation "seeks to persuade governments to 
establish national family planning programs,"2 to "control world 
population ," and much more. To understand what is at the core of 
this "Federation" one must realize what was in the heart and life of its 
founder and Honorary President, Margaret Sanger, who has been 
dubbed both "saint" and "mother of vipers." 

Margaret Sanger's Background and Philosophy 
Margaret, a sensitive woman born of Irish immigrant parents in the 

state of New York, apparently changed the year of her birth from 1879 
to 1883. One of eleven children, she inherited a spirit of "free 
thinking" from her father who restricted her mother from attending 
church services and who dabbled in phrenology, an offshoot in the 
eugenics movement which maintains that the shape of a person's 
skull indicated intelligence and character. 5 After a "trial marriage" at 
18 she met and married William Sanger in 1902. Margaret soon 
engaged in extra-marital sexual relationships and suggested, to the 
horror of her husband, that he do the same. Her husband. desiring to 

placate her restlessness, moved her to New York's Greenwich 
Village. Here, Margaret quickly joined with assorted visionaries and 
intellectuals in "The Rebellion."6 She attended the Liberal Club or 
Mabel Dodge's Salon and listened to socialist leader Eugene Debs. 
She joined the socialist local #5 and worked as a woman's organizer 
in New York. She sat under the talks and teachings of Will Durant, 
evolutionist Clarence Darrow--an~efuntary moti"lerhood" 
advocate Emma Goldman. Margaret Sanger's most enduring ideas 
about womanhood , marriage, family and world order were for
mulated at this time. They were heavily influenced by the writings of 
Swedish feminist , Ellen Key who authored "The Woman Movement," 
published in 1912 and which presented Nietzche's system of 
subjective morality wh ich has grown into today's "Situation Ethics," 
a key ingredient in secular humanist "values clarification" programs 
incorporated into Planned Parenthood's curriculums for sex
education that have flooded into the nation's public schools. 

Mrs. Sanger quickly moved from socialism to anarchy, adultery 
and free love. She pronounced "the marriage bed" to be " the most 
degenerating influence in the social order," 7 and advocated a 
"voluntary association " between sexual partners. The family unit as 
the foundational unit for society was struck a serpentine and deadly 
blow. Self-centered sexual gratification for the individual was set in 
its place. Society would have to change, for Margaret often declared 
that "only individuals count, not families. " By 1914, Margaret's 
resultant sexual escapades were in full swing as she began 
publishing WOMAN REBEL which listed her own credo of women's 
rights: " to live ... to love ... to be lazy ... to be an unmarried mother . . 
. to create ... to destroy." 

A trip to England in the Fall of 1914 brought Sanger into contact 
with the group of thinkers and lovers who were to cement the course 
of her life and career. Dr. Havelock Ellis, famous author and 
sexologist, introduced her to his highly developed eugenical 
solutions to social problems and to the American Oneida Communi
ty founded in 1841 by John Humphrey Noyes, wh ich practiced 
regulated marriages to breed genetically superior children . Their 
attem ts were identical to those of the Lebensborn breeding houses 
un er the aziregfriie.s 

MARGARET SANGER 
"Radiant Rebel"4 



Havelock Ellis, a user of the hallucinogenic drug, Mescaline, 
believed in an impersonal pantheistic diety and taught that all sexual 
behavior was normal that did not result in physical harm.9 This is 
identical to the philosophy expounded by Sol Gordon in his booklet 
"Ten Heavy Facts About Sex" which is distributed widely by Planned 
Parenthood today. In it Gordon declares, "we think there is nothing 
wrong with any kind of sex ... choose the sexual life you want. " Ellis' 
writings, which also advocated "voluntary" sterilization of the poor 
and euthanasia, appeared for years in the monthly Birth Control 
Review which was edited by Sanger. 

Ellis and Sanger entered into a sexual relationship and practiced 
Karezza intercourse, in which a man withholds ejaculation of sperm 
believing that they will be reabsorbed and become an elan vital or 
"life giving force." Ellis also introduced Margaret to Hugh de 
Selincourt, Karezza expert, part-time poet and hedonist. Upon 
meeting him Margaret declared, "If you like my religion, birth control, 
we shall be friends."10 They were lovers for 30 years! Ellis also 
introduced Mrs. Sanger to H. G. Wells and into the group known as 
"Wantley Circle" which occupied a four hundred year old house at 
Wantley, Sussex once owned by the poet Shelley. Lawrence Lader, 
American abortion pioneer and Planned Parenthood associate, in his 
autobiography of Margaret Sanger calls this place "a house of saints 
and lovers" to which Margaret was drawn by all of "her instincts." To 
the group there Sanger was "love incarnate." Margaret plunged into 
the intensely pragmatic world of H. G. Wells, "the apostle of the new 
science," which wanted not only to control the externals of man's 
condition, like hunger, but also to control the very social relations 
between the sexes. This house was frequented by the likes of 
Bernard Shaw and Bertrand Russell and a host of lawyers, 
economists, professors and preachers. Here, Margaret "united the 
basic instincts of nature with the goal of a planned and eugenic 
society which would carry men and women to a new perfectibility." 11 
It was also here, in the "tangled web" of Wantley, that Margaret 
decided to divorce her husband. She was now consumed with her 
"cause" and felt that her husband and children had to be sacrificed 
upon its "altar." 

Shortly after returning from England Mrs. Sanger's daughter 
Peggy, who had become ill while she was away, died of pneumonia . 
Denying ever feeling remorseful or guilty, Margaret nonetheless 
traveled from seance to seance hoping to receive a "message" from 
her dead daughter. She also studied Eastern mysticism and joined 
the Unity cult, the Rosicrucians and practiced astrology and 
numerology.12 She also met William Ralph Inge, Dean of St. Pauls 
Cathedral, London, who was a vociferous Anglican supporter of 
enugenic birth control and taught that "we are sinning against the 
light and not doing our best to bring in the Kingdom of God upon the 
earth if we do not practice selective eugenical breeding to usher in 
quality human beings."13 

Inge and other "Christian" eugenicists considered Christ to be a 
eugenic illuminati and often quoted His words, "do men gather 
grapes of thorns" and the proverb "you cannot make a silk purse out 
of a saw's ear" to justify breeding away individuals with " lowly" 
characteristics.14 Occult inspired philosophies and blasphemous 
and twisted forms of morality are the very warp and woof of Planned 
Parenthood 's " reformed" morality and ethics today . 

Sanger's Broadening Influence 
Margaret Sanger published and distributed her "Family Limita

tion" pamphlet which held forth her belief that abortion is 
justifiable.15 Ellis later cautioned Margaret to change her public 
stance on abortion and not continue to give outcries about a 
woman's "right to destroy." Margaret adjusted her rhetoric and 
began claiming that birth control would end abortion once and for 
all. Today we hear from the Planned Parenthood clarions that a 
woman has a "right to choose" and that if the "delivery of 
contraceptives would become a commonplace part of daily life" then 
teenage pregnancy and "unwanted" pregnancy would diminish, 
thereby doing away with the need for abortion.16 The euphemisms 
and semantic shifts continue to be promoted through Planned 
Parenthood and so does abortion . Margaret's marriage ended 
shortly after her husband was released from jail, having been 
arrested for distributing her "Family Limitation" pamphlet. 

In 1920 Margaret Sanger published "WOMEN AND THE NEW 
RACE" which was " the cry of a feminist" and promoted "woman 's 
new role in the world." This book went far beyond any previous 
feminist work for Sanger "united the feminine rebellion with the 
biological revolution of Huxley and Darwin and crossed the scientific 
frontiers of H.G. Wells and the psychological (sexual) frontiers of 
Freud and Ellis.11 

It maintained that women held the power to reproduce the race and 
therefore had biological power to control the race, both in numbers 
and in quality. Birth control, backed up by abortion, would free 
women from "biological slavery" to their bodies and would give them 
a power far greater than that of kings or prime ministers. This was 
Sanger's motivating vision and her book became the "bible" of the 
"Planned Parenthood" movement. This is one "power" in the 
movement. In 1921 Margaret married J. Noah H. Slee who had 
amassed a fortune of nine million dollars from his "Three in One" oil 
company. Though she described Slee as a "stodgy churchgoer" she 
wrote to one of her lovers that marrying him would "insure the 
financial success of my cause." At age 47 Margaret Sanger was 
absolute ruler and had the finances to promote a movement that was 
made up then primarily of white, upper middle class, native-born 
protestant Americans.18 She now began to promote her program of 
"peaceful" genocide. 

Sanger's BIRTH CONTROL REVIEW published in November of 
1921 carried the by-line, "Birth Control: to create a race of 
thoroughbreds." This illustrates the fact that from its inception the 
movement of birth control, coupled with abortion and "voluntary" 
sterilization, was really designed to be a mechanism whereby social 
elitists would keep down the numbers of the lower echelons of 
society. Though some point out that Margaret Sanger began a clinic 
in the Brownsville section of New York City in 1916 because she 
witnessed the ravages and death by self-inflicted abortion, it must be 
pointed out that it was this very area which held many Slav, Latin and 
Hebrew immigrants which she branded in 1922 as "human weeds" 
whose indiscriminate fertility bring "a dead weight of human 
waste."19 In only six years Sanger had done a turn-about and was in 
reality no longer on the side of the poor. 

In the 1920's Sanger and others began to use results from the 
Stanford-Binet IQ tests to classify the average U.S. soldier as near 
"morons" and to classify blacks, southern Europeans, Jews and 
other immigrants as mentally inferior to native-born white 
Americans. She declared these groups to be a "menace to the race" 
and by 1932 had outlined a "Plan for Peace" to eliminate them. The 
plan included closing the doors to immigration to certain aliens and 
the establishment of sterilization and/or segregation of dysgenic 
groups, namely people considered to have "bad genes." Such people 
would be segregated on work farms, homesteads, etc. Sanger's Birth 
Control Review of April 1933 was devoted entirely to eugenic 
sterilization with an article entitled "Eugenic Sterilization: An Urgent 
Need," written by a leader of Hitler's Reich, Professor Dr. Ernst 
Rudin. He advocated first that a systematic and careful program of 
propaganda be directed toward the medical community and then 
that the sterilization programs be quickly implemented to prevent 
this "multiplication of bad stock." These eugenic programs were 
endorsed and espoused by the leading American eugenicists, all 
who were deeply involved in the American Birth Control League.20 

Fertility Control Among Minorities and the Poor 

Though Planned Parenthood officials adamantly deny that there is 
any taint of racial genocide to their efforts, it must be plainly pointed 
out that there is an ongoing, disproportionate abortion rate and 
falling fertility rate among the poor, many of whom are black , 
Hispanic or part of another minority group.21,22 The U.S. Census 
Bureau reported in 1974 that the decline in fertility was most 
pronounced among blacks, American Indians and Hispanics. 23 ,24 It 
is estimated that 25 percent of native American women have now 
been sterilized .25 Planned Parenthood's Fall 1974 newsletter, 
FAMILY PLANNING PERSPECTIVES revealed that women on 
welfare are twice as likely to be sterilized as other women. HEW 
Secretary Califano made attempts during the Carter administration 
to protect the poor against sterilization abuse. He was never really 
allowed to tamper with the " right" to abortion which Planned 
Parenthood Federation holds to be "sacred."26 Planned Parenthood 
affiliates across the nation continue to "target" the "poor and near
poor" for their fertility services of contraception , abortion and 
"voluntary" sterilization.27 

In 1975 a staggering 1.3 percent of the entire black population in 
America, some 300,000, were aborted .28 The U.S. abortion rate for 
blacks continues to be double that of whites.29 These current 
statistics should not come as a surprise considering that in a letter 
dated October 19, 1939 Margaret Sanger outlined a plan to her friend 
Clarence Gamble for stopping the growth of the black community. 
She advised a program which would "hire three or four colored 
ministers, preferably with social-service backgrounds, and with 
engaging personalities." Sanger pred icted that "the most successful 



educational approach to the Negro is through a religious appeal. We 
do not want word to go out that we want to exterminate the Negro 
population, and the minister is the man who can straighten out that 
idea if it ever occurs to any of their more rebellious members."30 Her 
planning, which includes being careful to make it appear that hand
picked blacks are actually in control, is fol lowed with success even to 
this day. Faye Waddleton's position as National President of PPFA is 
testimony to this ongoing thrust as was the presentation of the 
"Margaret Sanger Award in Human Rights" to Rev. Martin Luther 
King, Jr. in 1973. It is incredulous to think that Rev. King would have 
uttered statements like "there is a striking kinship between our 
movement and Margaret Sanger's early efforts," and that he believed 
Margaret Sanger "launched a movement which is obeying a higher 
law to preserve human life under humane conditions .. . . in order to 
enrich humanity"31 if he had been really aware of this woman's 
attitudes and intentions toward his race! Margaret Sanger's 
intentions and her crusade against the poor and the minorities are 
still being carried out by PPFA whether consciously or unconscious
ly. Thanks to the pioneering efforts of Margaret Sanger, "polite" 
racial manipulation and genocide is now very much a tradition of the 
modern world . 

process under the guise of protecting the "confidentiality" of its teen
age "patients." Many outraged parents argue that Planned 
Parenthood's use of situational ethics and values clarification 
constitutes proselytization and psychological coercion . More and 
more, parents are seeing through the empty Planned Parenthood 
hype that making contraception available to all teenagers will lower 
the teenage pregnancy and abortion rate. Johns Hopkins did a study 
reported by Zelnick and Kantner in FAMILY PLANNING PERSPEC
TIVES which indicates that from 1971 to 1976 unintended pregnancy 
was actually higher among contraceptive users than among 
nonusers. These are the very years in which Planned Parenthood's 
"services" to teenagers became widespread. During these very years 
of "servicing" by Planned Parenthood, sexual activity increased 
some 41 percent, premarital pregnancy increased some 45 percent 
and abortion increased 100 percent among unmarried white teenage 
girls.38 Since results are now in, parents should not be fooled by new 
sentimentalized media ads and should demand anew that schools 
institute something other than Planned Parenthood's Sangerian, Sol 
Gordon and SI ECUS inspired secular humanist sex-ed curriculums. 

Puerto Rico has the highest rate of sterilization in the world, some Planned Parenthood's Thrust for the 80's 
35 percent of women of childbearing age have been sterilized. This Reports in recent editions of Planned Parenthood News indicate 
compares with 5 percent in India and 3 percent in Pakistan. These that Planned Parenthood intends some new advancements in the -----m_ :•G-st~~lization - ~rams-wei:e-propel~ed along by in.tense- --l98e'S:--A- less eontroversfa-1-yet--mere-em:empassing-type -ef-
poht1cal propaganda which led people to believe that the ec_onom1_c "sexuality education" program is envisioned as well as a thrust into 
crisis _and unemployment was due to the increas~. in population . It 1s rural areas, setting up clinics and educating rural women to convince 
s1gnif1cant to note that 90 percent of these stenl1zat1ons of brown- them that they need abortion as back-up for contraceptive failure. 
skinned women were paid for by the United States government!32 There is also a push to begin advertising contraceptives, condoms, 
Planned Parentho?d has Family Planning International Assistan_ce jellies and all , on TV at the same level and in the same style as 
programs at work in at least 102 nations. These birth control clinics deodorants and brassieres. Initiatives are also being made to 
use medical supplies from the United States government.33 The U.S. introduce more " reproductive health care services" for men.39 
Age_ncy for_ International Devel?pment (AID) provided some $732 Abortion clinics were urged to "diversify" in the late 7O's and quickly 
mIllIon for international population program assistance from 1965- are moving to provide Masters and Johnson type sex-therapy for 
75. The IPPF is the largest quasi-governmental agency promoting couples and for the handicapped as well as "infertility" services for 
abortion around the world via its extensive chain of clinics and the barren.4o Yet to be clearly manifested is Planned Parenthood's 
affiliates.34 This worldwide thrust for "zero population" continues to role in the area of genetic screening, sex selection and the 
be pushed along by the cry of a grave overpopulation threat. Paul elimination of more defective unborn children. 
Ehrlich called for "worldwide population control" in his 1968 book 
POPULATION BOMB which was a rehash of the same predictions 
made in a 1954 pamphlet of the same title by millionaire industrialist 
Hugh Moore (of Dixie Cup fame) . Moore designed and orchestrated 
clever advertising campaigns and hired an attorney as early as 1952 
to work with I PPF and push for governments to commit themselves to 
population control. The U.S. government's response to this initiative 
was the " Draper Report" in 1959. Our AID program has been 
continuing overseas ever since.3s 

Funding for Fertility Control 
The funding and promotion of fertility control and the new versions 

of eugenic death technology is a maze and web of inter-related 
individuals and organizations. Some 900 foundations and/ or 
individuals gave or received grants during the period of 1978-80. 
Many reading this might recognize the names of foundations and 
groups like-Bank-Ameriea;-Fmd Fou11datio11, Ford Motor Cornpan , 
Rockefeller Foundation, NARAL, NOW, The American Civil Liberties 
Union, Club of Rome, Alan Guttmacher Institute (the research arm of 
Planned Parenthood), United Way, and the Playboy Foundation. The 
big business of abortion includes firms like Upjohn, Warner
Lambert, Searle, Syntex, Parke-Davis Pfizer, and Ortho who 
manufacture everything from Chlorets and Chiclet gum to Shick 
razors and Eversharp pencils, cough drops and chickens to 
opthalmic lens in Japan. The Life Amendment Political Action 
Committee has diagrammed some of the interconnections in the 
anti-life movement. (Available on request from LAPAC - see 
footnote). 36 

Most Americans who celebrated America's bicentennial year, 
1976, were not aware that nearly two-thirds of Planned Parenthood's 
operating budget for that year was coming from their tax dollars. 
Some $59 million was supplied to PPFA by the U.S. government.37 

Most citizens are also not aware that the key group, next to the poor 
and near-poor, targeted for fertility services are the nation 's 
teenagers via sex-ed curriculums promoted by the federally 
appointed Health Systems Agencies and slick advertizing cam
paigns emphasizing the "epidemic" of teenage pregnancy. Heated 
controversy continues over Planned Parenthood's brand of sex
education which uses public funds, sets itself between parents and 
children, teaches children that any form of premarital sex is a 
" liberating" experience and shuts parents out of the decision-making 

In the midst of continuing to hammer against "out-moded" Judeo
Christian morals which Planned Parenthood sexologists consider to 
be out-moded ancient codes of conduct, we can see from the most 
recent release by the Association of Planned Parenthood Physicians 
that they intend to advance us to "outercourse," which the authors 
assure us is "especially relevant to teenage girls." "Outercourse" is to 
be included regularly in all texts and pamphlets on methods of birth 
control. " Outercourse" is defined as any kind of "mutual manual 
stimulation to orgasm." Practices by tantric yogis, EIiis's Oneida 
community, homosexuals, the handicapped and the passionate 
"outercourse" scenes in the recent movie "Coming Home" are all 
referred to for our "advancement." Authors Greenwood and Margolis 
sum up by stating that "the focus on intercourse should be open to 
question." The sexual revolution must be completed and we must 
understand that the whole bod is ca able of ivin and receivin 
a ectIon and sexual pleasure .... without the risk o unwanted 
pregnancy."41 

While we might smile at the above suggestion, we need to consider 
it carefully for it is another component in Planned Parenthood's 
Sangerian plan. One of the guiding tenets of Planned Parenthood's 
founder was that the masses should be given "unlimited sexual 
gratification" without the "burden of resulting children, "42 Keeping 
us "gratified" was Margaret's plan for keeping us docile and easily 
coerced into a new world order where human life will be manipulated 
and abused as mere "animal matter." The satanic anointing which 
rested upon Margaret Sanger a pathetic individual who finished her 
life as a ravaged alcoholic Demerol addict, now rests upon the 
movement she spawned. Many of the designs of PPFA and IPPF are 
demonically inspired as evidenced by the rotten fruits, dead children, 
promiscuous relationships, and emotional confusion which their 
sordid programs have nurtured. The present monstrous proportions 
and involvements are but a portent which pictures the hideous work 
of perversion lurking on the horizon of man's future. 

Let us stand and intercede, asking God to yet be merciful and that 
He would intervene to rescue man, made in His image, His 
inheritance. Let us pray too, for God to deliver souls who are now 
deluded and trapped in the organization of Planned Parenthood who 
"know not what they do." And let us live out God's alternative
covenant, loving family life. 
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·~-Our re/iarter irifiltrates Unity 'BI and finds anything but unizy. 

I Behind the AntiabortiOn Lines 
i.. ~ 9051--t wAfTE S P" fl Tt-l·E Ab\/0e'3:1"E, A ~A-r.!_oJJAL J'l"-"E-A 

By Larry Bush '- ,.. . > flO W1 o SE 1' tJ A L ,,. • • 
My tint bin& that somethin, waa aeri• o( homemaking." 

oualy a.mill in the raau o( the aatiabor• Sexuality aeema to have galv~ 
tion movement came when I wu reci■ ter- maay in the aatiabortioa movement, even 
ing for their co.nference, Unity '81, held though the word.I "human rigbta" could 
November 5 throuch 8 in Arlinston. Vir- aJao be heard- occaaioaally. But the link 
giaia. Paul Browa and hia wife, Judy, both that wu coaataatly reiterated wu be
of whom bead aatiabortion groupe, were tween abortion aad aazual appetites. 
diahins the hell out of Senator Orrin Planned Parenthood, public enemy 
Hatch. Republicaa of Utah, becauaa of hia, number one, wea criticiad for eacourqinJ 
propoted coaatitutioilal aanndmeat, girl■ to have abortiona, and it - al■o 
which civea 1tatee the ficht to baa (or not ·criticized for encourqiac girl■ to have 
to baa) abortion. ' . babies so that .th•· group · could claim it 

"Hehun'teven101thevoteeto1e1that needed more tu dollan to help aolva the 
out of committee, much 1eu to p- aay- problem.of ua-nd mothen. A kind o( am
thins in the Saaate," I overheard one of biaesuality pervad• the country. Deaton 
them sa~·. They agreed that Hatch is said. "U you don't Ilka it hawoeuually, 
fooliahly plafins into tha haada of the try it homo." 
enemy. With tha uneuy (eeli.nc' that I wu 

The impreeeioa that all wu not well in about to be iuued a leiaure 1uit with. a 
antiabortion land wu reiafo,:ced when I -lded upper, I puaed by. the literature 
stepped into the Sheraton National Hotel tabla in the lobby. A ■ign reading "J•ua 
room where about 150 aatiabortion leaden Wu• Fetua" wu propped up apiaat one 
from acroee the couatry -re auppoud to table, aad a.not.her table - civen over 
be waitins to hear one ol chair heroes, entirely to mathoda of natarel childbirth. 
Senator Jeremiah Denton, Republican o! The stack of New Right Raporta . diaap
Alabama. Only about 50 were there. Judy peared quickly, and thue 1"re handout■ 
Brown stepped back into the room to an- on evolution aad guides that COUDN!ed 
nouace that aha bad "•tubed away" Den• women on b- to" ba aubmiaaive to their 
ton for 10 more miautee with the hope that huabaada. I· clutchad a copy o( "Muturba • 
the room would fill up, Meanwhile, 1'0Uld tioa: A Sia Alai.mt Faithful 1111d Life-si•· 
we pl- move up to fill the empty aeata in1 Love" for late-ni&ht radinf. · 
ui front? After Denton'• 1peech there ..,. a 

When Denton did appeei, ha seemed cocktail puty, opu to the public, honor
undaunted by the size or the crowd. [a ing "heroic•mamban of the U.S. Senate." 
1hort order be tnuwormed himaelf from a I looked in. e:,;pec:tinc. to aea IOID8 of the 
"golly, I can h.anily believe I'm a aeaaw" lumiaari• the antiabonioniaia had helped 
senator into a Mao with a MeuqL Hands elect. But the oaly penoa· thue who waaa't 
curlinc into fista. ha ■aid, "I waat to ma.ke aa aatiabortion laeder wea the bartender. 
you a fanatic about t.hia." Tba text - · The next day it ..,. back to ~ poli
aatiaeL 

"How can we pt the country to behave 
itaelfi.n the leutamount of tima; tha&'a-th• 
way I'm lookins al it," Denton aaid. "I'll 
take care of, or the Lord will take care of, 
the flack from tha appropriationa commit
tee [ which votee tint on many aocial iuu• 
because thoae billa are often riden· OD 
fundibc leplatioaj. Becauae· beli8"e me, 
they're coins to be reaeat!ul. But the bis 
thins ia - •re OD God'a ■idL" 

Deaton ■aid some aenaton -re cominc 
arouad to hi■ poeition. includins, pouibly, 
Senator Howard Baker, tha Rapublicaa 
majority leader. "Hia bean ia chaacinl.'' 
Denton said. "You don't have to get the 
J°'Y picturee out all the time." 

tickins, beginaing at 9 a.m. with Morton 
Blackwell. the White Houae statr member 
who acu aa liaiaon with religioua, aiagle
isaue, aad soma other groupa. Blackwell. 

.who cut hia political taeth u editor of the 
New Right Report, ia called the aatiabor
tioniata' "friend in the White Houae." But 
at 9 s.m. Blackwell wua't on hand. · 

. Judy Brown, the orpaizer o( the Unity 
'81 coaferenc., halted our m.illin1 by ta.k
ins tha 'podium heraelf and delivefins a 
apeech on How Wuqinston Worb. It 
turned out to be a neat reacue, ■he beins a 
lively women with a well-eatabl.iahed rap
port with the group. In llfOrd.t liberal■ 
would do well to imitac., aha pointed out 
qaia and qaia that the auccea of their 
movement depended on iir-roota lead
en takiac initiative. Her lobby, the Ameri• 
can Life Lobby, wu oDly there to let them 
know' what wu b.ilppenins, 1b1 said. ,No 
oae ia goins to take notic. of ua in W aah
inston. but you count out there. 

Browa elaborated on juat bow ■tacked 
the ,Wuhinston deck aeema apiaat the 
aatiabortioa forces: the 1tatr1 of the very 
aenaton they helped to elect wer, apiaat 
them; Denton·• ataff wouldn't eva.n lat the 
aatiabortioniatl deliver letten to him. 
forcuis them to grab him in the halla-u ha 
pueed by. "Orrin Hatch ia aunounded by 
compromiaera," Brown said.- "You ca.a't 
truat aaybody in that CUY'• ofllce. The 
Hatch amaadmeat ia viewed . by ua u a 
aellou& of prillcipla." The Unity thame wu 
comi.nr in for a real mocJunc. 

· At· about.10-.30 Blackwell appeari,d. ap
parently the victim of a scheduJins mi.
uadentalldine, Brown, embatruaed by 

·{S 

Denton aJao ahared with tha audiaace a 
coaveraetioa be had had with Sandra Day 
O'Conuor, wboae appoiatmeDt to the Su
preme Court aapred the croup u much u 
anythi.n.s Reapa hu doae. "She told me 
she had learned a greet deal about abor
tion since she cut thoea votea." Deaton 
said. "With tean copioualy flowins down 
her cheeu, she aaid aha learned how im
portant the iuue-. 111>d when conditiona 
allowed would indicate which way ahe 
meaat." But u the conference procreeeed, 
it became clear that Sandra Day 
O'Conaor's teen canied no weight with 
tbi1 crowd. 

-.-
"Chutity," Denton besaa in 'a.nothu 

vein, pitchin1 the so-called chutity bill. · 
which tkhapea federal family plannias 
programs to COWIMI teenqen to reatrein 
themaelvea. ''It's .not aa eaay thins to talk 
about. I've been talkin1 about it since sev• 
entb crade. Sex ia what makn the world go 
round-but there are things that 
subetitute for seL If God ia with You. you 
can do without aaythinc. If we look at ae:& 
that way we are better off." 

Not. u Denton made cleu, that sex 
doesn 't have it■ proper place. In marriage, 
Denton told the aatiabortion . leaden 
(about 75 per cent womenl, sex . .. helpa 
compensate for the hard work aad tedium 

,,~I ,n k°"\ '-C ·-:-

l. 

An antiabortion demonstrator ill Boston 

the 1na!u. gave him a rouaing introduction. 
But then Blackwell went into a soporific 
apeech on the New Right coalitioaa that 
could rema.ke America. 

Blackwell dido 't find all that maay 
buyen, even in thia crowd. Not that they 
weren't pleued to hear how i.oJlueatial 
they might be. But thi■ group wu out for 
blood, .and Blackwell'• wu handy, 

Tb .. fint question to Blackwall came 
from a womaa demaadins to know why the 
White Houaa had given "shameful aup
port" to N•tles' bid to aell iafaat formula 
in third world natioaa. The qu•tioa 
caucht me completely of! ,wu,I. particu
larly wbea two othu women rou to back 
her up. It wu an iuue I h.anily npec:ted to 
beer raiNd at thia forum. 

Tbiap -nt downhill from there. A.nli• 
abortion activiata told Blackwell that thl'Y 
needed Democrat& who would crou over 
on thi■ on• isaua, but after the Sandra Day 
O'CoDDor oomiaation-aad. a few other 
~the Democrat& were begi.nniac to.. 
think they -re bein1 sold out. 

Blackwell, a.lmoet u an afterthought, 
pulled out a m-,e to th• c,roup from • · 
Raapn. "I look forwud to oae of th
(aatiabortio.D billaJ reacbiar my dnk Cor 
•ignins," Reasan had aaid. It - a red 6ag 
before the . bulla of Pamploaa. Reacaa 
1hould have preferred their bill-.1-
Helma'a Human Life Statuta-001 juat 
aay aatiabortioa bill. The aucileac. besan 
baratins the Reapn adminiatratioa. 

One. Blackwell got of! the 1taad, thins■ 
got even wonie. He wu piaaed apiaat the · 
wall by aa-eacrY crowd of grua-roota lead
en. "It saya 'The Buck Stopa Here' on 
Raapn'a dnk. When ia he coins to get 
some suta?~ one mm shouted from the 
frinp, •t.alkinc off without waitins for aa 
aaawer. 

Blachfell chatted with me in the lobby 
a!terward. He aeemed a.lmoet reli8"ed lo
be deallnc with someone cleuly aad 
openly OD the other sidL By tha end o( 
what he called the lonsest intuview he had 
pvea the pn191 ■inc. goins to the White 
Houae, he bad not subataatially aa■wered 
aay o( the questioaa I put to him. It wua'C 
even• feociar maid!; my queslioaa ■imply 
diaappeand into a void of nollinfonnatioa. 

With one nceptioa. Blackwell con• 
firmad aomethins I bad eulier suapec:ted: 
that the Family Prot«tion Bill ia uadu 
actiYe coaaidvatioa al the White Houae 
aad that a presidential endoraement ia a 
diaWICt poeaibility. Blackwell said be bad 
aet up. m•ans (or Seaaw Roc,,r Jepeoa, 
Republicu of Iowa, Senate aponaor of the 
bill. and Repraentativa Albert Lee Smith, 
Republican o( Alahe.ma, the Houae spon
sor, to provide a briefins on the bill on 
Oc:tober 7. More thaa two dozen White 
Houae 111>d cabinet odlciala attended. The 
meetinc wu 1uppoeed to have taken place 
sometime la■t Juae but wu put olf by the 
Wbite Houaa stalf. 

(For thou who like to chart these 
thin1s, it waa about two weeu after that 
meeting that Jepson reversed hia ardent 
oppo■ itioa to Rea1aa 's AW ACS sale, help
ing to deliver the death blow to Senate 
oppoaition. Days after that presidential 
aide Elizebeth Dole met with Reagaa to 
outline the Family Protection Bill On No
vember 4, Jepson met privately with Rea
gan himself.) 

Blackwell and others are saying that 
Reagan will begin puahing social isaues 
next January. No one predicta a lot of 
victories on Capitol Hill when thou isaues 
come up for votes, but there will be ·a 
plethora of roll-call votes that can be used 
in moral report cards by social issue 

Continued on P06# 20 
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Contuuud· from pa,, 18 . 
rroupa. The adveniase- of that. Blaclcwell 
laid, "have croued my_ mind." 

That afternoon aome of the crau-roota 
leaden took the lecture stead themaelves, 
and I dropped into a .... ion on "The Poli• 
tica of Humaoiam." Aotiaboniooiata COD• 

sider humaoilm akin to bl.uphemy. Thia 
..-ion wu led by Lyon Sado,nki, a 
vivacioua New Jeney "h0111ewife-activist 
who wu UDabla to spea.k in completa 
saoteocee. For thoea of ua who ·needed 
pictW'81, ahe had drawn an illuatntioo of 
the U.S. ship of atata floatiq on "an ocean 
of aoc:ialiam." 

Thia wu the aesaioa that Plaooed 
Parenthood should have filmed f« fund. 
raiaiog purpoeee. The National Education 
Auociatioo-"they really an a bumaoiltic 
croup"-came uoder ataady attack. So did 
CONWDerwn-"a . bumaoiltic poaitioo." 
The honon ol bWIWliam "9re atupeodoua 
("Thu ia commonplace today-lettior 
babi• dia."). "I call it chocolate-covered 
cancer," Sadon.ld Mid. 

When· tlw· ~ opeoad to the 
floor, all the alteletooa came tumblioc out. 
"I feel that McCarthy and the John Birdi 
Society "9re uuaaioar.d by the media," 
one Michigui womaa told the croup. "Joe 
McCarthy wu very nll iolormed." The 
rroup leader .nodded vigorouaiy: " I've-be
lieved in a cooepiracy ewr aiJice I wu 10 
yeara old," ahe aaid.."loot before the John 
Birch Society," 

lmagn and icona miud with 
metaphon throu,houL One woman apoke 
of sbowio.r aoma antiabortion materiala to 
a "buma.niaL" "It wu lib wavioc • 
crucih in front of a vampire," 1h. cbor• 
tied. "I queatioo whether you can be a 
Cbriatiao and· a humaniat," aootha said, 
to the obvioua dilcomlort ol a Catholic 
pri•t who tried,!O up1ain that aoma parta 
of humao.iam, have a dNP Catholic tradi
tion. Then a )'OUDf woman Mid, "HWDa.D• 
iam can be trued back to Ge.au when 
Sateo sat hi.maell up u God. We'1t not 
fightiQf •rain.at flnh and blood." I 
aearched my pockeca to- if a Valium had 
been IOIC in a·-. 

But auch ·momenta ol l!ir.b drama wen 
relatively ran throughout. the coo.Carence. 
For moet ol it, th- peopla were given vvy 
1ood advice on bow to work the 1982 ,i.e. 
tiona to make aocial iuuea the determio.ioc

_ factor. , 

Once again the key strategy will be to 
run 1pecial-intere1t campaigns targeted at 
thoee they moet oppoee. Their supporters 
on the ticketa will get the benelita, and 
woo 't have to risk anything by coming out 
atroogly on thoee iaaues. ' 

"I'll bet you a pound of olives that the 
Republican Party leadership, and all the 
establilbed leadership of campai,na. will 
be tellios caodidatel, 'Oooooh. you don't 
want to get near thoee aocial isauee,' " said 
Connie Marahoer, leader of the profam.ily 
coalition that ii backing the Family Pro
tection BUL Marahoer showed herself to be 
a political realiat, however, by aayin, that 
a lot of the Family Protection Bill would be 
dilcuded in the negotiation,. "A man 'a 
reach ahould exceed hia rrup," aha 
quoted. . tickins otf tlw saveo or so pro
viaiooe (of more than 30) that were -n• 
tia1 to her llfOUP, They included prohibit

·ina abortion cu. Crom being argued by 
Lecal S.rvi01», parental review ol ten. 
boob, and t.u brew of aeveral vuietiea. 
(There · wu oothinc on the miti(ay pro
viaiooa.. "Nobody ia 1oing to want to touch 
thu with a 10-foot pole," Maalmar told 
one questioner. "And given the choice of 
makiQf aomebody deal with that iuue, 
where the reaulta would not be all that 
dramatic, and forcior them to deal with 
the parent'• right to reviaw tutboob. ' 
think n would be better otf pttiq the 
pareata into tutboob. ") 

T1ua kind ol ' iolormatioo, Manhoer 
l&id,-lor the Caith!ulaloo.a. "You don't 
publilh that in TM Woaiain,ton Poat, ot' 
coune," she laid, a tape!recordar apio.oiog 
merrily away in front of her, copies on aale 
in the lobby ail hour later for S6 for the 
laitbluJ and apoetata alike. 

Tha.coo.Cerence rolled to a claw with an 
awarda dinner, hoooriog every New Right 
laader whoee na.ma ever appeared in the 
oe,npaper. For moet, their l>Nt credaotial 
wu.that the media hava been uo.kiod to 
them. Sitting on the platform, waitiot to 
spee.itafter the 18 awarda were ha.oded out, 
wu Rap,-otative Henry Hyde; Republi
can of Illiooia, the soofathar of the anti• 

.abortion movemant. From below ha loob 
euctly lib Georp W uhiocton OD Mount 
Ruahmore.· 

Hyde _took the hard line thia croup 
'lovea. He att.adted th.-e who would permit 
abortion, in the· cua ol rape, and thoee· 
wb~ claim that an examination for rape 

!~ ~dllcee an abortion. "I have looked 
ID':'> _It. _Hyde told the crowd. Hia medical 
opimoo 16 that an lff ia not fertile until 36 
~oun .. after. intercoune. "That'• a' lot of 
time, Hyd1 said, for a rape victim to set 
to an emergency room. Thua no abortion 
would take place, 

saya are not "prolif4. '' -!'Soun,, figure it's 
cheaper to kill a kid than let him Jive. 

"Any union with Jerry Falwell going up 
the ~t Coan in '82 quita fra.oluy would 
be awcidal on our part,'..' Brown said, "He I 
bu a certain conatitueocy, but it certainly 
doao.'t uist in the urban centers and in 
~e Northeut corridor. Political expe
diency is_ the name of tha game, and in ,82 • 

Hyde disputed thoee who ridicule Coo• r-·· he~. OD the be,ino.inp of life: 
Coorrne 1a uniquely constituted to malce 

de_termioationa of wqeo life beriDa," Hyde 
Kid and heada aodded in acnemenL 

~ver9! daya later, I had a loor in
temew with Paul Brown and a brief chat 
with bia wife Judy, who told me that the 
~Dference had been a aucceu beyond her 
wildest drea.ma. Already abe bu lieeo plan
ning a Unity '82 coaference, to tab place 
shortly_ after nen November'• election,. . 
There 1a no question that they believe in 
•ha~ they~ doing, that thia is no cynical 
man1pulat1on of emoti.>na to benefit them
selv": Paul Brown said he hopes he can 
put bia PAC out ol buaineu by pauio.g a 
h_uman life bill and then move to the Pa
~ilic Northwest and away from politics. I 
liked them both. 

After the conference I had been left 
puzzled by many thinga. While.the group is 
stauoclJ:1y a.otiabertioo, aome of the other 
New Right J)Olitiom didn't seem to 10 
down ~ well Brown coo.firmed that thia 
rro~p •• not ready to aign on for any rnore 
aoci:al wuea. "I don't really care about 
buatDg," Brown said. " Prayer in achoola, I 
know for a fact thet in moet schoola in this 
co~ntry they coatioue to pray, Those 

· thiop are not of rreat interesL" 
Nor ii Brown comfortable with being 

lumped i';I with the Moral Majority a.ad 
con.servativn. Meny conaervativee, Brown 

th•re will probably be aome election. 
where '" •tend •boulder to ahoulder with 
Falwell, and aome wim. we don't." 
" Uoaxpectedly Bi:own briop up l•YL 
, We mue a comparison of what happened 
10 Germany, when people were declared 
nooperaooe, and I think hornoeuuala were 
one ol them. and I can - the same thins 
happening .in this country. That'• our 
whole fisht, .to limply restore peraoohood. •• 

Brown_ himsalf doesn't believe that the , 
ant1abort1oa bi.II that will pue Congreaa , 
bu yet . been written. A team of three 
lawyers ... now workio1 00 • -bill that he : 
~opes w,ll put the antiabortion movement '. 
mto ~• mairuitream, brealtiQf with COD• j 
se,::auv~ and reaching out to liberala. , 

. 1 thmk ~ w_ould end up with aome
thing the maionty of Americana could ! 
buy," ~• Kid. "The theory is to write an 1 
equal nghts_ameodment that includes the ! 
pre-born child. Nobody I know objecu to , 
the~ except for what it does to the pre- ; 
born child. The thousht out there is euy 
bu~. the wordior takee a Ion, time. ' 

If we learned anything lhia year .. 
Brown concluded, "it wu thet we tntly 
have to keep • stem eye on our friends, ' 
~ore 10 than our oppoaeatL These politi
cians are used to compromising every day. 
~~e w~t the whole bag, and that's the way 
it s go1nc to be if we have our way." ■ 
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